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III. The Objects of Pottery and Other Materials
As already mentioned by P.J. Riis in Sükäs VI, 8 
the number of items which was ceded to the 
Danish National Museum by the Syrian Direct
orate General of Antiquities comprises no pie
ces from the excavation at the South Harbour. 
Furthermore only a limited quantity of objects 
from the lower levels of this site had been de
scribed, photographed, and drawn in the expe
dition house at Gabla; but most of the material 
was sent to Damascus where Jørgen Jensen 
M.A., now Deputy Keeper in the Danish Natio
nal Museum, and Ida Haugsted M.A., describ
ed and made drawings of the finds. According
ly the present author has not herself seen and 
examined the majority of the finds in question, 
later kept in boxes in Syria and not accessible. 
So, the dating and classification have entirely 
been worked out on the basis of the informati
on and drawings furnished by these two colla
borators. The manuscript of the present chap
ter was finished Autumn 1993, and the litera
ture coming later to the author’s knowledge 
has not been taken into consideration.

The pottery has been divided into two main 
groups, one called “local” which word does not 
mean that we have found potter’s workshops, 
neither on the tall nor at the harbour; but most 
of the material seems to have been made some
where on the same coast within the sphere of 
domination or influence of Ugarit. The other 
and smaller group consists of imported potte
ry; it may contain some imitations by Phoenici
an potters, often difficult to single out safely, 
since no analysis of the clay could be made due 
to the existing circumstances. The examples 
enumerated below are given in the order of 
sectors, and within the individual sector in the 
order of loci.
Before we discuss the purpose of the accumulations of pot
tery found during the excavations at the Southern Har
bour of Sükäs, it will be worth while to summarize the dates 

obtained when treating the Classes of local pottery into 
which the objects have been included.

In Class I the remainders of jars have been compared 
with shapes from Râs Samra of the periods called Ugarit 
Récent 2 (1450-1365) or 3 (1365-1200 (1150)) (Ugaritica 
VII, 221); only the neck fragments in Class I D may be 
younger, datable to the Iron Age.

Among the fragments of amphorae in Class IIA all the 
rudimentary disk bases with only one exception are similar 
to those found on the tall and related to Canaanite com
mercialjars of the Late Bronze II A and B (1400-1200). In 
Class II B 1 the material has the same profiles as amphorae 
between 850 and 800 found at Tyre. The most interesting 
find is the handle of a jar made brittle by fire (G9SE 
LXXXVII) and with remains of an inscription (see Chapter 
IV). According to the excavation journal, the amphora was 
probably part of a deposit near a later north-south going 
stone-built tomb. Class II B 3 contains amphorae of a type 
known from the tall and at Tyre Str. 17 (1600 to after 
1425/1415) (Bikai, Pottery pl. 49,1-10).

The amphoriskoi of Class III of which several were 
blackened by fire and one still containing small carbonized 
grains and bones (H9NE CCXCVI) seem to be something 
special for the excavation at the South Harbour, and as we 
shall mention later they probably served as containers of 
offerings or the like.

Fragments of craters in Class /Vcame either from the LB 
II Period or derive from types of the Period I-II in the 
Hama cemeteries (1175/50-900).

Class Vcontains jugs to be compared with those from Râs 
Samra dated to Ugarit Récent 2 or 3, but they are not met 
with during the excavations on Tall Sükäs. When I state this, 
we must, however, not forget that with exception of the 
deep sounding the latter excavations were mostly concen
trated in the upper layers, and that we have only limited 
knowledge of the local ware. One type in Class VBwas also 
represented atTallÄbü Hawäm Str. 5 (c. 1300). In Class VD 
there is a neck fragment which may have belonged to a jug 
of a shape known among finds from Hamä E (800-725).

Most of the oinochoai in Class VI have been compared 
with material from Räs Samra dated to Ugarit Récent 3; 
one or two may be earlier, of the Ugarit Récent 2 Period. 
The type was not represented on the tall.

Class VII should be dated in the same way as Vand VI. On 
the tall there was one vase which had the shape of a mug; 
but it was different from those at the South Harbour 
(Sükäs VII, 34 fig. XII 161,36).

Those of Class VIII are related to vases from Räs Samra 
dated to Ugarit Récent 2 or 3. They are also akin to the ves- 
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sels which Ruth Amiran calls biconical jugs and which are 
common throughout the Late Bronze Age in Palestine 
(Amiran, Pottery, 150 pl. 47).

In Class IX there are flasks, so-called dippers. They all 
seem to belong to Ugarit Récent 2.

As to Class X, only one fragment of a goblet neck was 
found at the South Harbour; it belongs to the Early Iron 
Period. On the tall, one with a different profile was dated 
to the transition from the Late Bronze Age to the Early 
Iron Age I (Sükäs VII, 40 fig. XIV. 204, 43).

Among the flat bowls in Class XI there are two which may 
go back to the Middle Bronze Age (H9NE CXXXVII 
(XIA1) and H9NE DI (XLA2)), all the others, also those 
with bobbin handles have relatives among the finds from 
Räs Samra, dated by the excavators to Ugarit Recent 2 or 3. 
In Class XIA3 there are three bowls which show traces of 
fire, G9SE CXV, CLXXV, and H9NE CCCCXLV.

A large number of deep bowls is placed in Class XII. They 
are all related to material from Räs Samra dated to Ugarit 
Récent 2 or 3 with the exception of G9NW CCXVII in XII 
B 3 which may go back to the Middle Bronze Age (Ugarit 
Moyen 2-3), and probably the fragmentary spouted bowl in 
XIIH should be of that period too.

The largest number of vases were “fruit-stands” in Class 
XIII. They have been compared with material from Räs 
Samra of the Period Ugarit Récent 2 or 3. In XIIIA2 H9NE 
XLIV is blackened by fire, so is G9SE CLVI in A3, H9NE 
(9098/7) in A4 and G9SE XCVI in DI.

The fragments of rims in Class X/Vhave all been compar
ed with profiles of pottery from Räs Samra dated to Ugarit 
Récent 2 or 3, G9SE (3266/2) in A is blackened by fire.

Among the bases in Class XVthere are a few dated to Uga
rit Moyen 2 or 3, e.g. the ring feet in A G9SE CCCCXVIII 
and CCCCXLVII, H9 N, 40 cm below surface and I 7 south 
of east ditch; the disc bases in XVB G9SE CXVI, CXL and 
CCV are also more or less like those at Räs Samra, dated to 
Ugarit Moyen 2. The flat bottoms in XV C G9SE CLXVII, 
CCCXXXVII, and H9NE CCCII may be of that date too. 
Most of the others have been compared with material from 
Ugarit Récent 2 or 3. A bottom fragment, apparently of a 
jug, in XV A G9SE CXCIV, H9NE CCCXVIII and H9NE sup
plements to grave ceramic have feet similar to those of jars 
from Hamä of the Iron Age. In XV CJ8N is dated to Ugarit 
Récent 1, but G8NE around CCCCLIX and H9NE CCG- 
CLXVI are of the Early Iron Age. The fragment G9NE CCC- 
CLXIX is similar to a carinated bowl of the LB/EI Period.

In 1960 Mr. Jørgen Jensen made a small sounding to the 
rock in G7 (Sükäs VI,7), and this has given important infor
mation on the chronology of the site. However, the oldest 
potsherd in Class XVI is not from the sounding. It is G9SE 
CIII, a fragment of so-called relief ware, which should be 
dated to the end of the 6th millennium BC. XVI B compri

ses “Incised Ware”, and the first and second sherd in this 
group seems to belong to the Early Bronze Age III while the 
third is of the Early Bronze Age I Period. XVI C; the oldest 
piece in the sounding goes back to the Chalcolithicum.

The lamps in Class XVII are all like those of the Late 
Bronze II B Period with the exception of the fragment 
G9SE CCXII, which may belong to the Iron Age. In Class 
XVIIA G9SE CXC, H9 CCLXXIX, in Class XI7Z CG7SE CC- 
CCLXIII and in D H9NE CXXXVI, CCCCLXIII and 3388 
all show traces of fire.

The wall bracket H9NE (6205 = SH128) of Class XV7//ÍS 
like some fragments on the tall of Ugarit Récent 2 Period. 
According to registrator’s description there are no traces 
of fire on this piece.

All the bull-shaped vessels in Class XIX belong to Ugarit 
Récent 3. The only figure representing a human being is so 
fragmentary that we cannot decide the sex.

We now proceed to importations.
The sherds in Importation Class I have been compared 

with material from Hamä I-IV = Hamä F2-E1, and it was al
ready mentioned in Sükäs VII that not only Tall Sükäs had 
strong increase of ceramic material related to the Hamä 
pottery, particularly in the 9th century when the North 
coast from Gabal al-'Aqra to TalPArqa, north of Tripoli be
longed to the king of Hamat (Sükäs VII, 124).

The pyxides in Class IIA have been considered to be imit
ations of Mycenaean material from LH III Cl (1230-1125). 
The stirrup-jars of Class II B refer to shapes of LH III C 1-2 
(1230-1100), and they all seem to have been of the same ty
pes as SH 78 from CCXLIII. The date attributed to the cra
ter fragment G9N (3223/i) in Class II C may be LH III C 1 
(1230-1125). G9NW CCXXIV in II D looks like an imitation 
of a vase foot of the Period LH II B - LH III A 2 (c. 1400- 
1300). The upper part of a vase H9NE (9098/5) in II E may 
also be an imitation of the LH III C 1 Period (c. 1200- 
C.1125) or C 2 (c. 1125-1100). Class II F contains the hind 
leg of a bull G9SE CCVII of Period LH III B 1-2 (1300-1200).

The material in Class III A is partly the milk bowls of the 
Cypriote White Slip II Ware (c. 1400-1190), partly related 
pieces, probably imitations.

In Class IIIR most of the material seems to belong to the 
Base Ring II Ware corresponding to LH III B - III C 1 
(1350-1150).

Very few pieces of metal (A-D) were unearthed at the 
South Harbour in the layers treated above, and they seem 
to have little significance.

Among the stone artifacts G7S from the sounding level 6 
there is a mace-head of ovoid shape apparently of Chalco- 
lithic/Early Bronze Age date.

Summing up we can state that the heavy bulk 
of pottery found at the South Harbour in 1960
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mainly belongs to the Late Bronze II A-B Peri
od, and that the repertoire of vessels, the am- 
phoriskoi of Class III, the jugs of Class V, the 
oinochoai of Class VI, the mugs of Class VIII, 
the flasks of Class IX, the bowls of Classes XI 
and XII and the fruit-stands of Class XIII, 
seems to indicate a special purpose of deposit
ions. The few finds of only small bones leave it 
out of question that we have to do with a real 
cemetery with inhumations or cremation bu
rials. In spite of what was written in the prelimi
nary report1 there are no certain instances of 
human bones in connection with the pottery 
deposits - the few fragments and the teeth oc
curring seem to have sunk from the overlying 
Graeco-Phoenician graves; but small burnt 
bones, probably of animals, were found with 
the rimsherd G9SE CLXX (3319/1) in Class 
XIVA, in the amphoriskoi G9SE (6106 = SH 
68) in Class III B there were also burnt bones, 
and together with the burnt bones in the am
phoriskoi H9NE CCXCVI (3555/1) from Class 
III B, in H9NE CCXCVII (3683/1) from Class 
III C and in the oinochoe H9NE CCCXI 
(3661) from Class VI A there were burnt lintels 
and other charred remains of fruit, etc. This 
may be due to the fact that edible offerings first 
were burnt and then put into small bowls or 
jugs to be protected. Another way of protecting 
the offerings was to place them under vessels 
turned upside down; especially bowls and fruit
stands were used in that way. No doubt the offer
ings also included wine and oil in some of the 
vessels. It should also be mentioned that sever
al vessels and even stones found with pottery 
show traces of fire. It looks as if the site was 
actually used for offerings to a god. We know 
from the later history of the South Harbour 
that in sectors D-J 7 there was a sanctuary 

where probably Astart and Melqart were wor
shipped.2

As mentioned above a limited amount of pot
tery dates from the time before the Late Bronze 
II A-B, and there is also some Early and Middle 
Iron Age pottery, i.a. from inland Syria. The of
fering place has existed from about 1450 to 800
B.C.;  but the earliest pottery shows that people 
came to the site already in the Neolithic Period, 
and the sounding in G7 gave finds from the 
Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age. After about 
800 there seems to have been a time when the 
beach at the South Harbour did not serve as a 
cult place until 525 B.C., when the new sanctua
ry was constructed,3 but, as pointed out in 
Chapter I, there may have been a built altar in 
the eastern part of sector G7.

In May 1993 I went to Cyprus to study the 
parallels to the cult place at the South Har
bour.4 Especially the finds from Soloi attracted 
my attention, although the open air sanctuary 
there is much later than that at Sùkâs and 
dated to the 5th century B.C. It is situated south
west of the ancient city of Soloi and was dis
covered in 1969; Dr. M.C. Loulloupis has pub
lished a short preliminary report of the excava
tion and the finds.5 During the troubles be
tween Turks and Cypriots in the early seventies 
the site was completely destroyed, and it now 
belongs to the Turkish sector. The Acting Di
rector of the Cyprus Museum, Dr. D. Christou, 
who had taken part in the excavation, told me 
that nothing has been left to present a fair idea 
of the place; so I gave up paying it a visit. The 
objects, however, are kept in the basement of 
the Cyprus Museum, and I am most grateful to 
Dr. Christou and his colleague Dr. Paulos Flou- 
rentzos for having let me study the material. It 
consists of thymiateria, amphorai, amphoris-

1: AASyr 11/12 1961/2, 140.
2: Sùkâs VI, 68; Studia Phoenicia VIII, Louvain 1988, 

116, cf. 432-433 and 437-438.
3: Sùkâs VI, 64-65.

4: I heartily thank the Danish Palestine Exploration Fund 
for a grant to make this visit possible.

5: Proc, of the 7th Brit. Mus. Class. Coll. 1988, London 
1989, 68-83.
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koi, jugs, bowls, strainers, lamps, bull figures, 
animal bones and seeds, but no imports. Al
though there was no example of thymiateria at 
the South Harbour of Sükäs, the “fruit-stands” 
found may in many cases have been used as in
cense-burners.

Among the other important Iron Age open air 
sanctuaries in Cyprus that at Meniko Litharkes 
in the Nicosia district should be mentioned. 
Here excavations were carried out in 1952 and 
1953,b and for the first time a ram-horned Ba'al 
Hammon representation was found in a Cypri
ote sanctuary together with examples of his at
tribute, the thymiaterion. Professor V. Karageor- 
ghis points out that it clearly shows the Phoenici
an character of the local cult; but there were also 
terracottas representing bulls so that perhaps 
two gods were worshipped at Meniko/ The Men
iko ram-horned deity has counterparts among 
the Cypriote limestone figures from Lindos, now 
in the Danish National Museum.8 According to 
Dr. P. Bordreuil, Bacal Hammön may originally 
have been the god of Mount Amanus on the 
Asian Mainland.9 At Meniko only one object was 
foreign, an East Greek pyxis.10

Heaps of pottery very similar to those at the 
South Harbour cult place of Sükäs were excav
ated in 1971-1972 on the Late Bronze Age site 
of Athienou in the centre of Cyprus." Whereas 
only one fragmentary wall-bracket was found in 
the Sükäs sanctuary, three were discovered at

6: V. Karageorghis, Two Cypriote Sanctuaries of the End 
of the Cypro-Archaic Period, Rome 1977, 17-45.

7: Op.cit. 71 fig. 1.
8: P.J. Riis, Mette Moltesen & Pia Guldager, Catalogue of 

Ancient Sculptures, The National Museum of Den
mark I, Copenhagen 1989, 80.

9: Géographie Historique au Proche-Orient, Paris 1988, 
310-311.

10: Karageorghis, op.cit. 40.
11: T. Dothan & A Ben-Tor, Excavations at Athienou 1971- 

1972, Jerusalem 1974; Qedem 16, Jerusalem 1983.
12: Qedem 16 1983, 53-54 fig. 16. 2-4, pl. 18. 3.
13: Sükäs VII, 64-66; see also A. Caubet, Pseudo-Lamps au 

Athienou.12 As already mentioned elsewhere 
these objects could have two functions, as in
cense-burners and as lamps;13 at Athienou they 
show traces of soot. The votive pottery found in 
stratum III, of the late 16th to the end of the 
13th century B.C., especially in the court-yard 
of the discovered building, was “the largest con
centration of such vessels ever found at one site 
in Cyprus”.14 In addition to the Cypriote there 
were also Mycenaean and Minoan types of pot
tery as well as minor objects from Egypt and 
Western Asia.15 The flasks, so-called dippers 
with shaven surfaces, may originally have come 
from the mainland.16 With the heaps of votive 
vessels some copper objects and small nodules 
of copper appeared, indicating that the metal 
was worked in the building. Pit 543 yielded the 
brow and horns of a bull, and this recalls the 
large number of bucrania found in the temples 
of Enkomi and Kition, where they seem to have 
had a religious significance;" moreover, a lime
stone basin decorated with a bull’s head was dis
covered in stratum I,18 and a cultic chariot mod
el with a male person leading two bulls found at 
Athienou at the beginning of this century has 
been held to have come from the sanctuary site 
just mentioned.19 That a bull deity there was put 
into connection with metal working is paral
leled by similar finds at Enkomi and Kition.20 Fi
nally the find of a “snake-house” may indicate 
that the cult had a chthonic character.21

Proche Orient Ancien, Traveaux de la Maison de 
L’Orient, Lyon 1987, 40.

14: Qedem 16 1983, 139.
15: Op.cit. 46-52, 118-125 pl. 38.
16: Sükäs VII, 30 nos. 144 and 147, 33-34; Qedem 16 1983, 

69 fig. 25, pl. 23. 1.
17: Qedem 16 1983, 141.
18: Op.cit. 129-131 fig. 60.
19: Syria 46 1969, 268-276 pl. 21; Dothan & Ben-Tor, Exca

vations etc. 1974, no. 1.
20: Qedem 16 1983, 140.
21: Op. cit. 53-54 fig. 16, pl. 18. 3.
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Local Pottery

I. Jar (fig. 21)
A. Ring base.

Example: H9NE CCCXXIV (3635/1).
The diameter of base 4.5 cm and at carinated shoulder 

8.5 cm. Red clay, black core. Upper part missing. The pro
file of lower part from above shoulder reminds of one of a 
vase from Räs Samra dated by the excavators to Ugarit 
Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 189 fig. 76.4).

B. Disk base.
1. Ovoid belly.
Example: G7N (3490/3).

The diameter of base 3.6 cm. Pale brown clay. This piece 
of which only the lower part of belly and base has been pre
served may have belonged to ajar dated to Ugarit Récent 3 
(Ugaritica II, 189 fig. 76.8).

2. Biconical belly.
Examples: G9SE LXIII (3269/1), H9NE CCCCLXVI 
(3726/8), SH (information lost) (3762/1).

The diameter of base varies from 3.5 to 4.1 cm. Buff clay. 
These lower parts of jars are very like shapes of jars from 
Ras Samra dated to Ugarit Récent 2 or 3 (Ugaritica II, 173 
fig. 68.4 (Ugarit Récent 2), 179 fig. 71.4 (Ugarit Récent 3), 
173 fig. 68.3 (Ugarit Récent 2)).

C. Flat bottom.
Example: G9NE CCCCXCVI (3782/2)

The diameter of bottom 4.5 cm. Yellowish gritty clay. 
This lower part of jar is related to a type from Räs Samra 
dated to Ugarit Récent 1 or 2 (Ugaritica II, 187 fig. 75.19).

D. No bottom preserved.
1. Concave neck.
Examples: G8NE around CCCCLIX (3441/3), G9SE east 
ditch CXXXII (3366/2), SH northern east trench LIII 
(3714/3).

The drawings of rims are reconstructed, so the diameter 
may not be exact. The drawing indicates about 8.0 cm. If 
mentioned the clay is buff. The nearest parallels to these 
should be found at Hamä in the cremation cemeteries of 
the Iron Age (Hama II 3, 47 fig. 23 (Period I-II), 48 fig. 24 
(Period I-II).

2. Cylindrical neck.
Examples: G9CCCCLVII (3372/3), G9SE sand under grave 
A (3207/7).

According to the reconstructed drawing the rim of G9SE 
CCCCLVII should be about 9.8 cm. Colour of clay not 
mentioned. Both sherds have a profile which is like that of 
a find from Baisän of the Iron Age (James, Iron Age, 60-61, 
153, 201 fig. 18.13 (1075-918 BC)).

II. Amphora (figs. 11 and 21)
A: Rudimentary disk base.
Examples: G9SE LXVII in corner of stone-setting south of 
grave A (3219/1), XCVIII (3280/1), CXIX east of stone 
setting A 2 (3715/1), G9NW CCXXVII (3147/2), G9SE 
CCCCIV (3330/1), CCCCXX (3153/2), CCCCXXV 
(3195/1), CCCCXXXV (3204/1), G9NE CCCCXCIV 
(3768/1), G9NE same level as Late Bronze Age pottery 
(3193/1), G/H9 northeast trench (3496/1), H9NE CCC
CLXVI (3741/1), H9NE grave layer (3598/4), H9NE same 
level as Late Bronze Age pottery (3556/1), J7 south east 
ditch south of north square (3696/5), U10 drain 
(3500/1),? CCCC..? (illegible).

The diameter of base varies from 4.0 to 8.5 cm. The clay 
described is mostly reddish or brown in some cases black in 
core. Most of the pieces are related to types found on the 
tall. Traces of fire were found on G9SE LXVII, and the in
terior of U10 (3500/1) was blackened by fire. G9SE LXVII, 
XCVIII have been mentioned and U10 (3500/1) publish
ed in Sükäs VI and dated to the Late Bronze Age (Sûkâs VI, 
29, 28, 59-61 fig. 205). Except G9SE CCCCXX which may 
be of the Early Iron Age (Sükäs VII 11-12 fig. III. 31), all 
the others should actually be compared with LB II B mat
erial from the tall (Sükäs VII, 10 fig. II).

B. No bottom preserved.
1. Side slightly curved and off-set shoulder with 
vertical handle on side, vertical rim.

Examples: E7 XXXII (3711/1), G8NE (9035/2), G9SE 
LXXXVII (6143/1 = SH 79), CCCCXV (3190/1), CCC- 
CXXXIII (3137/1), CCCCXXXIX (3205/1), G9SE sand 
under grave A (3207/3), H9NE CCLXXXII (3676/1), 
H9NW CCCCLXV (3625/3).

The estimated diameter of off-set shoulder may be be
tween 28.0 and 30.0 cm. The colour of the clay, if indi
cated, varies from pale reddish to reddish buff. E7 XXXII 
has already been mentioned by P.J. Riis and considered to
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I A 3635/1 1 B 1 3490/3 I B 2 3726/8

I C 3787/2

I D 1 3441/3

ÎT
I D 2 3207/7

II B 2 3181/3 II A 3715/1

II B 1 9035/2

i
i
i

II B 3 3254/1

II B 1 6143/1 SH 79 II B 4 3768/3

Fig. 21. Local pottery. Classes I-II. 1:4.

II B 5 3207/5
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be of the LB/EI Period. I may suggest a date for that piece 
about 850 BC like an amphora from Tyre (Bikai, Pottery, 
pl. 26.18.). G8NE and G9SE LXXXVII with necks of the 
same shape like the one from Tyre of Str. 8-9 should be 
dated 850-800 B.C. (Bikai, Pottery, pl. 21.11). G9SE 
LXXXVII has an incised inscription on the shoulder (see 
Chapter IV) and was published in the preliminary report 
(AASyr 11 1961, 141 fig. 13). All the other amphorae frag
ments mentioned in this class should also be compared 
with material from Tyre and dated to the same period as 
mentioned above (Bikai, Pottery, pl. 21.1).

2. Side and shoulder, vertical handle on shoul
der.
Example G9N same level as graves (3181/3).

Colour of clay reddish buff. Although so little is left I 
might suggest that it has belonged to an amphora of the 
LB II A-B Period like one from the tall (Sükäs VII, 10 fig. 
11.22).

3. Curved shoulder, concave neck, vertical 
handle from neck to shoulder.
Example: G9SE CLXXIV (3254/1).

The diameter of the rim 14.5 cm. Yellowish buff clay with 
traces of a white slip. It is a typical LB II amphora. On the 
tall a similar upper part was found (Sükäs VII, 6, 8 fig. 1.6).

The rim- and neck fragments G9SE CCCCLV (3383/4) 
of brown clay and the two fragments from G9SE around 
grave A level 225-230 (3359/1) should belong to the same 
class. Their diameters should be estimated between 12.1 
and 14.0 cm. Also the shoulder fragment with horizontal 
ridge H9NE same level as LB grave (9083/1) and the rim 
and neck fragment G9S below S baulk (3250/3) should be 
placed under Class II B 3. Only the clay of the latter pieces 
has been described, respectively dark red in core black and 
fine pale red.

4. Concave shoulder and vertical thickened 
rim with horizontal groove.
Example G9NE CCCCXCIV (3768/3).

The diameter of the rim? Brown clay with black core. 
This type of rim was widely used. It was also present in the 
upper 5th level of Baisän (James, Iron Age, fig. 64.2.12 
(825-800 B.C.)).

5. Off-set tall vertical neck.
Example: G9SE sand under grave A.

Diameter? Buff clay. This fragment may have belonged 

to a two-handled jar of the Late Bronze Age like one from 
Al-Jib in Jordan (J. Pritchard, The Bronze Age Cemetery at 
Gibeon, Philadelphia 1963, 85 fig. 8.29).

III. Amphoriskos (fig. 22)
A. Rudimentary disk base.

Examples: G9SE LXX (3705/3), CXX (6042 = SH 22), 
CLXXXVII (3327/1), CXCIII (3203/1), SH (information 
lost) (3762/2-3).

The estimated diameter of the rim of G9SE CXX 3.8 cm, 
height 16.0 cm. Buff to reddish yellowish clay if mentio
ned.

B. Pointed or nipple-shaped bottom.
Examples: G8NE CCCCLXXI (3438/1) G9SE XXXVIII 
(6065 = SH 43), XXXIX (6075 = SH 49), XLVII (6051 = SH 
29), LXI (3325/1), LXV (northern east ditch by N wall) 
(3244/1), LXXVII (6104 = SH 66), C (3263/2), CXII 
(6018 = SH 13), CXXII (6063 = SH 41), CLXIX (6077 = SH 
50), CLXXXIV (6105 = SH 67), CLXXXVIII (3296/1), C- 
XCVI (6106 = SH 68), CCI (3341/1), CCVI (3290/1), G9NW 
CCXXVII (3326/1), CCXXX (3323/1), G9SE CCLV 
(3259/1), CCCCV (3150/1), CCCCX (3132/2), CCCCXI 
(3194/2), G9NE CCCCXLVIII (3121/2), G9SE CCCCL, 
G9NE CCCCLXXX (3198/1), CCCCLXXX? (3198/1?), 
CCCCLXXXIV (3766/2), G9SW CCCCLXXXVI (3782/1), 
G9NW CCCCXCV (3201/1), G9N same level as graves 
(3181/2), G9-10SW LII (6014/1 = SH 9), H9NE CXXXVI- 
II (3619/1), CCLXXVII (3628/1), CCXC (3630/1), CCX- 
CVI (3555/1), CCXCVIII (3591/3), CCCVII (3605/1), 
CCCVII (3605/1?), CCCXIII (3608/1), CCCXIX (3669/1- 
15), CCCXXV (3624/1), CCCXXVIII (3666/1), CCCXXX 
(3657/1), CCCXXXIV (3658/1), CCCXXXVI (3599/1), 
CCCXLIII (3626/1), CCCXLVII (3572/1), CCCXLIX 
(3567/1), CCCL (3645/1), CCCLII (3565/1), CCCLXI 
(6154 = SH 86), CCCLXII (3557/1), CCCCLXVI 
(3757/1), CCCCLXVI (3726/7) CCCCLXVI (3582/1), 
CCCCLXX (3637/1), CCCCLXXI (3670/1), CCCCXCIX 
(3621 /1 ), D (3158/1 ), H9NE west of stones (3679/2), SH? 
(3758/3).

The diameter of the rim varies from 2.7 to about 4.5 cm, 
width above upper part of handles from 5.5 to 10.0 cm and 
height from 8.5 to 14.0 cm of the most complete amphoris- 
koi. The colour of the clay varies from buff to reddish and 
yellowish, G9SE XXXIX is blackened by fire in a few pla
ces. G9SE CCLV was blackened inside, and so was H9NE 
CCXCVI, and the same vase contained cereal. H9NE CC
XCVIII was also blackened inside.

It is characteristic for this class that in some cases one
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III B 3608/1
III B 3782/1

Fig. 22. Local pottery. Class III. 1:4.
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side is rounded, the other one is nipple-shaped: G8NE CC- 
CCLXXI, G9SE XXXIX, G9SE CLXXXIV, G9SE CCLV, 
G9NE CCCCLXXX, H9NE CCXCVI, H9NE CCCVII just to 
mention some of the most pronounced.

C. Rounded, bottom.
Example: H9NE CCXCVII (3683/1).

Estimated width above handles 7.5 cm. Brownish red 
clay.

D. Flat bottom.

Example: G9SE CLX (3208/1).
Estimated width above handles 9.5 cm. Buff clay.

E. No bottom preserved.
Examples: G9SE CCIV (3249/2), G9SE between stone-set- 
ting and N-S going row of stones (3212/1), G9SE under 
clay in west of archaic grave A (level 285.30) (3209/9), 
H9NE CCCIX (3443/2), H9NE CCCXXXVIII (3648/1), 
H9NE CCCCLXVI (3554/1).

The diameter of rims of necks when preserved vary from 
3.7 to 4.0 cm, and the diameters of shoulders if preserved 
vary between 8.5 and 10.0 cm. If described the clay is either 
buff or reddish.

The amphoriskoi derive from the “Canaanite” jars of the 
Bronze Age. Only one amphoriskos was found on the tall, 
and it was compared with G9SE CXII (6018 = SH 13), 
G9SE CXX (6042 = SH 22), G9SE XLVII (6051 = SH 29), 
G9SE CXII (6063), G9SE XXXVIII (6065 = SH 43), G9SE 
XXXIX (6075 = SH 49), G9SE CLXIX (6077 = SH 50), 
G9SE LXXVII (6104 = SH 66), G9SE CLXXXIV (6105 = 
SH 67), G9SE CXCVI (6106 = SH 68), H9NE CCCLXI 
(6154 = SH 86). This means that this only find should bel
ong to Class III B (Sükâs VII, 9.15 pl. 1.15). It was found in 
a layer belonging to either Period J or H and was compar
ed with jars from Lachish of the Late Bronze Age. The dif
ferences in shape do not seem to be due to differences in 
age. No amphoriskoi were found at Räs Samra, so at the 
present moment for parallels we only have the material col
lected by Ruth Amiran, the pieces from the LB II being the 
closest (Amiran, Pottery, 144, pl. 44, 249 pl. 83, 250). .

IV. Crater (fig. 23)
No bottom preserved.
A. Vertical handle.
Examples: G9SE CCCCLV (3383/2), H9NE CCCLXIII 
(3553/5), CCCCLXVI (3640/1) (?), H9NW (9069/1).

The diameters are uncertain for the first two, for the two 
latter pieces reconstructed about 22.0 cm. The colour of 
the clay varies from red with dark core to grey and brown. 
G9SE CCCCLV resembles in profile a crater with horizon
tal handles from the cremation cemeteries at Hamä Period 
I (Hama II 3, 58 fig. 57) while H9NE CCCCLXVI and 
H9NW with furrow around necks are very like finds from 
Räs Samra and Lachish of the LB II Period (Ugaritica II, 
176 fig. 70.12 (Ugarit Récent 2); Amiran, Pottery, 164.9 
(LB II B)). H9NE CCCCLXVI has probably had handles 
like the others.

B. Horizontal handle, carinated belly.

Example: H9NE CCCIX (3443/1).
The diameter at the carination according to the recon

struction 13.5 cm. Red gritty clay.
The profile should be compared with that of the crater 

with horizontal handles from the cremation cemeteries at 
Hama mentioned above (see TV A).

C. No handle preserved.
Examples: G9SE CCCCXXI (3173/4), H9NE CCCXXII 
(3636/1) H9NE supplements to grave ceramics, H9NE 
same level as LB age ceramics supplements, H9NW 
(9026/3), South Harbour A12 (11011 = SH 131) (11012 = 
SH 132).

The diameters of rim according to the reconstructions 
of the three pieces first mentioned vary from 16.0 cm to 
26.0 cm. The colour of the clay varies from buff to light or
ange and yellowish grey; H9NE has to be singled out be
cause of the buff gritty clay, the outer side is covered with 
thin bluish or black slip. Perhaps the piece is blackened by 
fire.

SH 131-132 have been mentioned by P.J. Riis already and 
compared with profiles of jars from Hamä F2 and 1 
(1175/50 - 1075/50 and 1075/50 - 925 B.C. (Sükâs VI, 9 
note 17 and 30 note 19); but there is also a profile of a cra
ter from Hazor of the LB II B Period, which should be ta
ken into consideration (Amiran, Pottery 164 pl. 50.11). 
G9SE CCCCXXI should be dated in the same way. H9NE 
CCCXXII, H9NE supplement and H9NE same level of LB 
Age have profiles similar to those of craters of the Early 
Iron Age (= Hamä Period I-II) found on the tall (Sükâs VII, 
48 fig. XVI. 280 and 281, 53)
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IV A 3383/2 IV A 3553/5 IV A 3640/1

IV A 9069/1 IV C 3636/1

IV B 3443/1

V A 3356/1

V D 3491/1

Fig. 23. Local Pottery. Classes IV-V. 1:4.
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V. Jug (fig. 23)
(For the term “jug” see Hama II 3, 60 XII and 
Sükäs IV, 41.)
A. Disk base.
Example: G9NW CCXIII (3356/1).

The height is 7.5 cm, the diameter of rim 3.2 cm. Red 
gritty clay.

The little jug with squat belly is very similar to one from 
Räs Samra and dated by the excavators to Ugarit Récent 3 
(Ugaritica II, 196, fig. 80.22).

B. Flat bottom.
1. Ovoid belly.
Examples: G9SE LXXVI (6015 = SH 10), H9NE CCXXXVI 
(6153 = SH 85).

The height is about 12.0 cm for both pieces, the diame
ter about 3.5 cm. The colour of the clay reddish or yel
lowish. The handle on both begins below the rim. Also 
they have a counterpart of the LB Period from Räs Samra 
(Ugaritica II, 200 fig. 82.37 (Ugarit Récent 2)) and from 
Tall Äbü Hawäm Str. 5 (QDAP 4 1935, 37.229).

2. Biconical belly.
Example: H9NE CCCXXVII (3662/1).

The height is 10 cm. Reddish buff clay. It is related to 
mugs from Räs Samra of the LB Period (Ugaritica II, 191 
fig. 77.5)

C. No bottom preserved.
Examples: G8NE CCLXV (3442/1), CCLXVI (3424/1).

The diameter of rim of G8NE CCLXV is 7.8 cm. Only 
the colour of the clay of this jug was indicated: Reddish 
brown. It should be compared with one from Räs Samra of 
the end of the LB Period (Ugaritica II, 275 fig. 118.12 
(Ugarit Récent 3)). Only part of neck and side with rim of 
G8 CCLXVI has been preserved, it may be related to G9SE 
LXXVI in VB1 (see above).

I). Neither bottom nor belly preserved, narrow off-set 
concave splaying rim.
Example G7N (3491/1).

The diameter of mouth 7.5 cm. The colour of clay light 
red. This fragment seems to have belonged to a jug with 
pear-shaped body and rounded bottom of the type known 
from Hamä Period E (Hama II 3, 62 fig. 70). The colour of 
the clay is characteristic for the pottery of that period. The 
shape has not been represented on the tall.

VI. Oinochoe, i.e.jug with trefoil 
mouth (fig. 24)
A. Disk base.
Examples: G9SE LXXII (6041 = SH 21), CXI (6016/1 = SH 
11), CXIII (6019 = SH 14), CXXVI (6073 = SH 47), CLXI 
(6058 = SH 36), CCI (3217/1), CCCLXXVI (6185 = SH 
101), CCCLXXX (3235/1), CCCCXII (3140/1), CCCCX- 
IX (3148/1), G9NE CCCCXXVIII (3329/1) CCCCXXXI 
(3334/1), CCCCXLIX (3125/1), CCCCXC (3783/1), 
H9NE XLV (6053 = SH 31), LXXII (6055 = SH 33) CCCI 
(3631/1), CCCIV (3681/1?), CCCIV (3681/1), CCCXI 
(3661/1), CCCXXXII (6184 = SH 100), CCCXL (3654/1), 
CCCXLI (6159/1 = SH 91), CCCXLII (3641/1), CCCXLV 
(3570/1), CCCLXIV (3632/1), CCCLXV (6182 = SH 98), 
H9NW CCCCLXV (3625/1).

The height varies from 8.0 to 13.0 cm. The clay either 
reddish, yellowish or buff. Most of the material should be 
compared with vases from Räs Samra dated by the excavat
ors to Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 189 fig. 76,9, 179 fig. 
71.8, 12 fig. 76.9, fig. 77.14, 201 fig. 82.3 and 5), but H9NE 
CCCI may be of Ugarit Récent 2 being compared with a jug 
with furrow between neck and shoulder (Ugaritica II; 203 
fig. 84.9).

B. Flat bottom.

Examples: G9SE CXVII (6102 = SH 64), CXXI1I (6017 = 
SH 12), H9NE XLIII (6061 = SH 39), CCXXXV (6160 = SH 
92), CCLXXXVI (6157 = SH 89), CCCXLVIII (3618/1), 
CCCCXLIV (3612/1), SH? (3755/1).

The height varies from 12.0 to 15.0 cm. The clay either 
reddish buff or yellowish. Also these vases are related to 
those found at Räs Samra and dated to Ugarit Récent 3 
(Ugaritica II, 275 fig. 118)

C. Rudimentary disk base.
Example: H9NE CCCXLVI (6155 = SH 87).

Height 11.6 cm. Reddish bownish clay.
It is related to G9SE CLXI on disk base and belongs pro

bably to the Ugarit Récent 3 Period.

D. No bottom preserved.
Example: G9SE CCCCXX (3153/1).

The diameter of the mouth 7.3 cm. Reddish buff clay.
The neck left with mouth is rather long. It may be dated 

like an oinochoe from Räs Samra to Ugarit Récent 2 (Uga
ritica II, 275 fig. 118).
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VI A 3235/1 VI A 6058 SH 36

VI B 6102 SH 64 VI B 6160 SH 92

VI A 6073 SH 47

VIC 6155 SH 87 VID 3153/1

VII A 3430/1 VII B 1 6045 SH 25 VII B 1 3146/3 VII B 2 3228/1

Fig. 24. Local pottery. Classes VI-VII. 1:4.
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VII. Jug or oinochoe (figs. 13 and 24)
No rim preserved.
A. Ring base.
Example: G8NW CCLXVII (3430/1).

The diameter of base 5.0 cm. Fine greyish clay.
This type with ovoid body and handle from shoulder oc

curs at Räs Samra in Period Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 
183 fig. 73.12).

B. Disk base.
1. Ovoid belly.
Examples: G9SE LIV (6645 = SH 25), CLVIII (6052 = SH 
30), CXCV (3397/1), CCCLXXXII (3142/1), CCCCVIII 
(3146/1), CCCCXVII (3136/1), CCCCXXIV (3133/1), 
CCCCXXXIV (3339/1), G9SW CCCCLXXXVI (3767/1), 
G9SE under grave A, eastern end (3309/1). H9NE/NW 
CCLXXX (3660/1), CCCCLXVI (3672/1).

The diameter of base varies from 2.5 to 5.0 cm. Red, buff 
or yellowish clay. There is a groove on transition from 
shoulder to neck on G9SE LIV, CXCV, CCCLXXXII, 
CCCCXVII, CCCCXXIV, CCCCLXXXVI. Most of them 
like those in Class V-VI should belong to the period called 
Ugarit Récent 3 by the excavators at Räs Samra.

2. Carinated belly.

Examples: G9NW CCXXIII (3228/1), H9NE CCCCLXVI 
(3628/1), H9NE CCCCLXVI (3726/1).

The diameter of base varies from 3.5 to 4.0 cm. Buff or 
reddish buff clay. G9NW CCXXIII has already been ment
ioned by P.J. Riis and dated to LB or El Period. I would 
compare the piece with one from Räs Samra dated Ugarit 
Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 275 fig. 118.11), and H9NE CCCC
LXVI should also be of that period.

C. Flat bottom.
1. Ovoid belly.
Examples: G9SE XLII (6059 = SH 37), CVI (6046/1 = SH 
26), G-H9N XXI (3683/5), H9NE CCCXXIX (3614/1), 
CCCCLXVI (3725/1), SH? (3755/2).

The diameter of bottom varies from 3.0 to 4.3 cm. Red 
buff or yellowish clay. There is a groove on transition from 
shoulder to neck on G9SE CVI and on SH? G9SE XLII is 
related to a piece from Räs Samra of the Ugarit Récent 2 
Period (Ugaritica II, 275 fig. 118.7) while the others may 
belong to the Ugarit Récent 3 Period (Ugaritica II, 275 fig. 
118.2.17.19).

2. Biconical belly.

Example: G9SE CCCCXXXVIII (3337/1).
The diameter of bottom 3.5 cm. Buff clay.
This vase is rather like an oinochoe from Räs Samra 

dated to Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 277 fig. 119.3).

I). No bottom preserved.
Examples: G9SE east ditch CXXXII (3366/1), G9NE CC- 
CXXXVII (3176/4), H9NE same level as LB ceramics 
(3556/2).

The diameter on transition from neck to shoulder in
dicated by a groove varies from 4.5 to 8.0 cm. Only those 
from G9 have a description of the clay which would be 
buff. G9SE CXXXII has a profile which reminds of one on 
a jug from Räs Samra dated to Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica 
II, 275 fig. 118.9). G9NE CCCCXXXVII is of a type which 
resembles one from tomb 25 at Räs Samra and dated to 
Ugarit Récent ou début de 2 (Ugaritica II, 161 fig. 62.17). 
H9NE may belong to Period Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 
205 fig. 84.4 or 9).

VIII. Mug (fig. 25)
A. Ring base.
Examples: G9SE XCV (3270/1), CCCCXI (3194/1).

The diameter of bases 7.5 cm. Colour of clay, only in
dicated in the description of G9SE XCV, is grey. The pro
files of both resemble that of a mug from Räs Samra by the 
excavators dated to Ugarit Récent 2 or 3 (Ugaritica II, 188 
fig. 76.4; see also AASyr 29-30 1979/1980, 107 no. 1, pl. 4 
fig. 7; this mug is dated to the 14th - 13 th cent. B.C.).

B. Disk base.
1. Carination at lower part of belly.
Examples: G9SE XLVIII (6060 = SH 38), LVIII (6064 = SH 
42), CV (3349/1), CVIII (6093 = SH 55), CX (6043/1 = SH 
23), CLIX (6057 = SH 35), CLXXII (6078 = SH 51), 
CLXXXVI (6094 = SH 56), CCLIV (6127 = SH 75), CCXIV 
(3353/1), CCCLXXV1II (3130/1), CCCLXXXI (3226/1), 
CCCCXXVI (3138/1), H9NE LX (6056/1 = SH 34), CCX- 
CV (3551/1), CCCV (3590/1), CCCXVI (3578/1), CC- 
CXXXV (3595/1), CCCXLIV (3580/1), CCCL (6156 = SH 
88), CCCCLXXII (3682/1), SH? (3758/1), SH? (3758/2).

The height varies from about 8.0 to 12.0 cm, the diame
ter from 5.0 to 8.0 cm. The colour of the clay varies from 
reddish buff to yellowish. The mugs are related to finds of 
the LB Period from Räs Samra (Ugaritica II, 185 fig. 74.21 
(Ugarit Récent 2); 201 fig. 82.1-2 (Ugarit Récent 3)).
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VIII A 3270/1 VIII B 1 6064 SH 42 VIII B 1 6043/1 SH 23 VIII B 1 3682/1

VIII B 2 3789/1 VIII C 1 3603/1 VIII C 2 3165/1 VIII D 1 3675/1

VIII D 2 3346/1 VIII E 3586/1

V7
LJ-

IX B 3714/2 IX B 3806/2 IX B 3279/1

Tlx 3505/4

IX B 9067/1
iuX B 9098/1

Fig. 25. Local pottery. Classes V11I-X. 1:4.
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2. Carination at middle of belly.

Examples: G9SE CXXVIII (3378/1), G9NE CCCCLXXIX 
(3789/1).

The height varies from 10.0 to 13.0 cm, diameter at 
carination from 10.0 to 11.0 cm. The colour of clay red and 
buff. G9SE CXXVIII is related to one from a tomb at Ras 
Samra dated to Ugarit Récent 2, and G9NE CCCCLXXIX 
may be of Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 191 fig. 77.5, 197 
fig. 80.17).

C. Flat bottom.
1. Carination at lower part of belly.
Examples: G9SE XCVII (6044 = SH 24), CIX (3256/1), 
CXIV east of stones by grave A (3117/1), CLX (6074 = SH 
48), CLXXVII (6088 = SH 53), CCCIII (3138/1), CCCCXI- 
II (3382/1), H9NE CCXCIX (3616/1), CCCXXX 
(3604/1), CCCLIII (3602/1), CCCLIX (3603/1), SH? 
(3747/1).

The height, varies from 8.9 to 12.5 cm, the diameter at 
carination from 8.0 to 11.0 cm. The colour of clay reddish, 
buff to yellowish. Also these vases like those in Class VIII B 
1 should be dated on the basis of finds from Râs Samra to 
Ugarit Récent 2-3.

2. Carination at middle of belly.
Examples: G9NE CCCCXXIX (3165/1), H9NE CCC
CLXVI (3725/10).

The diameter of base varies from 3.0 to 4.5 cm, the col
our from buff to brown clay. G9NE CCCCXXIX is similar 
to one from Râs Samra dated to Ugarit Récent 3 and 
H9NE CCCLXI to another probably belonging to Ugarit 
Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 179 fig. 71.11, 189 fig. 76.4).

D. Convex bottom.
1. More or less off-set shoulder.
Examples: G9SE LIII (3714/1), CXVII (6099/1 = SH 61), 
H9NE CCCLXI (3675/1).

Buff or yellowish clay. The diameter at shoulder varies 
from 8.0 to 10.5 cm. They are all more and less related to a 
vase from Ras Samra of the Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 
201 fig. 82.19).

2. Rounded shoulder.
Example: G9SE CIX (3346/1).

The diameter at shoulder 10.0 cm. Buff clay. The closest 
parallel is the above mentioned vase from Râs Samra (see 
VIII DI).

E. No bottom preserved.

Examples: G9SE CLXXXI (3347/2), CCCCX (3132/3), 
CCCCLXXXIV (3766/3), G9SE between stone-setting and 
N-S going row of stones (3212/5), G9SE (3213/1), H9NE 
around CCCII (3622/1), CCCCLXVI (3586/1).

For those of which the clay has been described the col
our is either buff or red. No doubt these fragments should 
be dated like the others in Class VIII to the end of the LB 
Period (i.e. either Ugarit Récent 2 or 3).

IX. Flask (so-called “dipper”) (fig. 25)
A. Pointed bottom.
Examples: G9SE CLXXI (3381/1), G9NW CCCCLII 
(3192/1), G9NE CCCCXCII (3168/1), CCCCXCVI 
(3787/1), G9SE under clay in west end of archaic grave A 
(level 285.30) (3209/6), G9 supplements (3354/1), H9NE 
CCCXX (3633/1), CCCXXXIV (3658), CCCCXLIII 
(3613/1), CCCCLXVI (6258 = SH 113).

The height of complete flask H9NE CCCCLXVI 18.0 
cm, the diameter of rim 4.0 cm. The clay is either buff or 
yellowish. G9 supplements have shaved surfaces. The com
plete flask is almost identical with one from Râs Samra of 
the period Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 279 fig. 120.20).

B. No bottom preserved.
Examples: G9SE northern east trench LIII (3714/2). 
G9NE CCCCLXXXII (3790/1), CCCCXCI (3806/2), 
G9SE CCCCLVII (3372/5), G9SE under baulk (3119/3), 
G9NE (3279/1), H9NE CCCCLXVI (3726/3), H9NE sup
plements to grave ceramics (9098/1), H9N 40 cm below 
surface.

The diameter of rims varies from 3.0 to 4.5 cm. The clay 
is in most cases buff, in one case red, in another grey, in a 
third yellowish. G9NE CCCCLXXXII has a profile very like 
H9NE CCCCLXVI, 13 in IX A, while G9SE CCCCLVII, 
G9NE CCCCXCI, G9SE under baulk, H9NE CCCCLXVI, 
H9N 40 cm below surface all are like the upper part of one 
from Râs Samra dated to Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 141 
fig. 52.19). The neck, G9SE LIII, reminds of one dated 
Ugarit Régent 2 or début 3 (Ugaritica II, 205 fig. 113.14). 
H9NE supplements has a profile similar to one dated Uga
rit Récent 2 (Ugaritica VII, 286, 287 fig. 31.5). The neck 
with thick rim may originate from a flask with sloping 
shoulders like one from Râs Samra dated to Ugarit Récent 
2 (Ugaritica II, 205 fig. 84.2). There were also “dippers” on 
Tall Sûkâs but fragmented, and one goes back to the MBA 
II B-C, another is of the LB II A-B, some may descend to 
LB-EI Age (Sükâs VII 30, pl. IX 141. 142. 144. 33-34).
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X. Goblet (fig. 25)
Example F7N (3505/4).

Diameter of rim 7.7 cm. Hard-baked light grey clay. Only 
part of neck with rim preserved, but its profile reminds of 
that of a goblet from Hama Periods I-II (Hama II 3, 65 fig. 
80).

XI. Flat Bowl (fig. 27)
A. Disk base. No Handle.
1. Side upwards curved.
Examples: G9SE under stone setting A2 (3385/1), H9NE 
CXXXVII (3629/1).

The height of G9SE 4.5 cm. of H9NE XXXVII (recon
structed) 9.0 cm, diameter of rims 16.5 cm and 20.0 cm 
(reconstructed). Red gritty clay. They both have similariti
es with bowls from Räs Samra. The former should be com
pared with one from Ugarit Recent 2, and the latter may be 
related to a bowl dated to Ugarit Moyen 2 (Ugaritica II, 
273. 17 and 9).

2. Side slighdy convex, nearly straight.
Examples: G9SE XXIX (3344/1), H9NE CCXCII 
(3653/1), H9NE DI (3656/1).

The height varies from 4.0 to 5.5 cm, the diameter of rim 
from 12.0 to 15.0 cm. The colour of the clay is buff, but it is 
not indicated for H9NE CCXCII. G9SE XXIX is of the LB 
Period according to two similar bowls from Ras Samra 
(Ugaritica II, 273 fig. 117.16 and 20 (Ugarit Récent 3, Uga
rit Récent 2)), also H9NE CCXCII should be compared 
with one from Räs Samra of the LB Period (Ugaritica II, 
273 fig. 117.20 (Ugarit Récent 2)), while H9NE DI seems 
to be older, being very like one from the MB Period (Uga
ritica II, 273 fig. 117.15 (Ugarit Moyen 2 or début 3)).

3. Side convex with more or less everted rim.

Examples: G9SE at LXXXVII (3281/1), CXV (6071 = SH 
45), CLXXV (3395/1), CCIII under west end of grave A 
(3318/1), H9NE LVII (6062 = SH 40), CCIX (3668/1), 
H9NW CCXXXI (6128 = SH 76), H9NE CCXXXIII (6174 
= SH 95), CCCXXIII (6181 = SH 97), CCCCXLV (3597/1).

The height varies from 3.5 to 8.0 cm, diameter of rim 
from 13.0 to 22.0 cm. In most cases the clay is reddish, 
some are either brown, buff or yellowish. G9SE CXV has 
inside partly covered with soot, G9SE CLXXV is blackened 
on interior, and H9NE CCCCXLV bears traces of fire in
side. The nearest parallels to G9SE at LXXXVII, G9SE 
CLXXV and H9NE CCIX are two bowls from Räs Samra 

dated by the excavators to Ugarit Récent 2 and 3 (Ugariti
ca II, 273.13 and 16), G9SE CCIII, H9NE LVII, H9NW 
CCXXXI, H9NE CCCXXIII and CCCCXLV should all be 
dated to the latest part of the LB II Period (Ugaritica II, 
273 fig. 117.27.16.18 (Ugarit Récent 3)).

B. Flat bottom. No handle.
1. Side upwards curved.
Example: H9NE / G9SE XXVI (3362/2).

The height reconstructed 6.0 cm, the diameter of rim 
16.0 cm. Buff gritty clay. It is related to a bowl from Räs 
Samra dated to Ugarit Récent 2 ou début de 3 (Ugaritica 
II, 151 fig. 57.10).

2. Side straight.
Example: G9 CXXX northeast of stone setting (3699/1).

The height 5.0 cm, the diameter of rim 14.0 cm. Red 
clay. Resembles most of all a bowl from Räs Samra dated to 
Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 273 fig. 117.5).

3. Side convex with more or less everted rim.
Examples: G9SE CCCCXVIII (3200/3), CCCCXVIII 
(3200/5), G-H9N, northern east ditch (3683/2). H9NE 
CCX (3655/1).

The height, reconstructed, varies from 4.2 to 6.0 cm, the 
diameter from 14.0 to 20.5 cm. Reddish or buff clay. Ex
cept G-H9N which resembles one dated to Ugarit Récent 2 
(Ugaritica II, 273 fig. 117.16) the others are more like a 
bowl dated to Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 273 fig. 
117.18).

C. Ring-foot. Bobbin handle.
Example: H9NE CCCXXII (6183 = SH 99).

The height 4.5 cm, the diameter 12.0 cm. Yellowish clay. 
On one side blackened by fire. It is like a bowl on flat base 
from Räs Samra dated to Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 201 
fig. 82.10).

D. No bottom preserved. Bobbin handle.

Examples: G9SE CLXVIII (3342/1), H9NE CCCCLXVI 
(3726/6).

The reconstructed diameter varies from 15.5 to 16.0 cm. 
Red and buff clay. Both probably belong to Ugarit Récent 2 
(Ugaritica II, 273 fig. 117.17.26).
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XI A 1 3385/1 XI A 2 3344/1 XI A 2 3656/1

XI A 3 3318/1 XI A 3 6062 SH 40 XI B 1 3362/2

XI B 2 3699/1 XI B 3 3200/3

XI D 3342/1

XII B 2 6047 SH 27

Fig. 27. Local pottery. Classes XI-XII B 2. 1:4.
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XII. Deep bowl (figs. 27-29)
A. Disk base. No handle.
1. Off-set more or less vertical rim.

Examples: G9SE XLVI (6072/1 = SH 46), CXXV (3376/1), 
CLXXVI (6107 = SH 69), G9NW south of grave B 
(3298/1), H9NE CCLXXXVII (3664/1), SH CCCC..? 
(3737/2).

The height of the bowls varies from 7.0 to 8.0 cm. The 
drawings of G9NW south of grave B and SH CCCC... are re
constructions, the diameter varies from 12.0 to 14.5 cm. If 
indicated the clay is either yellowish, reddish or brown. 
They should all be compared with a bowl from Râs Samra 
dated to Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 145 fig. 54.4) and 
with another from ‘Arab al-Mulk (E. Oldenburg and J. 
Rohweder, Excavations, 74 no. 385 fig. 61.385, compared 
with Hazor I, pl. 89.6 (LB II) ).

2. Off-set everted rim.
Examples: G9SE CCCLXXIX (3180/1), CCCCXXXII 
(3183/1).

The height 7.0 and 6.5 cm, the diameter 14.0 and 15.0 
cm. The clay of G9SE CCCLXXIX is described as brown. 
Both bowls are like one from Ras Samra dated to Ugarit 
Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 177 fig. 71.5).

B. Flat bottom. No handles.
1. Off-set more or less vertical rim.
Example: H9NE CCCCLXXIII (3559/1).

The height 7.7 cm, the diameter of rim 13.5 cm. Red 
clay. This bowl should be compared with one from Râs 
Samra dated to the end of Ugarit Récent 2 or 3 (Ugaritica 
II, 145 fig. 54.4).

2. Off-set everted rim.
Examples: G9SE CII (6047 = SH 27), CLXV (6095 = SH 
57), G9SW same level as graves (3162/3).

The height varies from 6.2 to 6.5 cm, the diameter of rim 
from 13.0 to 14.0 cm. Reddish or yellowish clay, for G9SW 
no colour indicated. They are all very much like one from 
Minat al-Baida near Râs Samra of the LB II Period (Ugari
tica II, 141 fig. 52.26 (Ugarit Récent 2)) and like another 
from ‘Arab al-Mulk of the LB II (E. Oldenburg and J. Roh
weder, Excavations 74 no. 381 fig. 61.381).

3. Convex side with concave rim.

Example: G9NW CCXVII (3215/1).
The height 6.8 cm, the diameter of the rim 14.0 cm (re

construction). This piece reminds of a bowl from Ras 
Samra dated to Ugarit Moyen 2 or début de 3 (Ugaritica II, 
247 fig. 104.17); but the type with “S”-shaped profile which 
also occurs in the cremation cemeteries at Hamä, Period 
II, was already represented in Hamâ G and existed still in 
Hamä E (Hama II 3, 69 fig. 89).

C. No bottom preserved. No handles.
1. Off-set more or less vertical rim.
Examples: G9SE LXI (3325/2), CLXXXII (3196/3), 
CLXXXII (3196/4), CLXXXIII (3210/1), CLXXXV 
(3261/1), G9SE in sand beneath stone setting A 2 
(3292/4), G9SE under clay in west end of archaic grave A 
(level 285.30) (3209/13), G9SE sand under grave A 
(3207/6), G9SE between stone-setting and N-S going row 
of stones (3212/2) and (3212/3), G9SE south of stone set
ting (3351/2), H9NE CCXCIV (3577/2).

For dimensions, colour and date compare Class XII A 1 
and B 1.

2. Off-set everted rim.
Examples: G8SE (9055/2), G9SE around LII (3284/5), 
LXX (3705/7), CIV (3253/2), CIX (3346/2), CC 
(3289/1), CCCCXVIII (3200/6, 3200/7), CCCCXX 
(3153/4, 3153/5), CCCCL (3186/1), G9SE under baulk 
(3119/5), G9SE between stone-setting and N-S going row 
of stones (3288/5), G9SE under clay in west end of archaic 
grave A (level 285.30) (3209/11), G9SE south of grave 
CLV, but in same level (3239/1), G9SW above ancient sur
face (9081/2), G-H9 northern east ditch (3721/13), H9NE 
CCXCIV (3577/3), CCXCVIII (3591/2), CCCLXVII 
(3601/1), CCCLXVI 3 (3610/1), H9NE same level as LB 
graves (9071/1), H9NE (9024/1).

With a few exceptions the profiles, dimensions of rim and 
colour of clay should be compared with those in Class XIIA 
2 and B 2, for instance G9SW above ancient surface and a 
vase from Râs Samra resemble each other. The colour of clay 
is red in both cases (Ugaritica II, 259 fig. 110.26 (probable
ment Ugarit Récent 2)). The fragment GH9 is interesting 
because it may originate from a bowl on high splaying foot 
dated to Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 269 fig. 115.2).

3. Convex side with concave rim.
Examples: G9SE (9094/4), G9SE sand under grave A 
(3207/1), H9NW (9026/1).
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XII B 3 3215/1 XII C 1 3212/3 XII C 1 3577/2

V T 7
XII C 2 9055/2

XII C 2 9081/2

XII C 2 3153/5

XII C 2 3577/3 XII C 3 9094/4

XII D 6092 SH 54 XII F 1 3307/1

3363/1

Fig. 28. Local pottery. Class XII B 3-XII F 2. 1:4.
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XII F 3 3753/3 XII G 3218/2 XII G 9073/1 XII H 9063/5

XII F 3 3344/2

XIII A 1 6110 SH 71 XIII A 1 6103/1 SH 65 XIII A 2 3206/1

XIII A 3 6101/1 SH 63

Fig. 29. Local pottery. Classes XII F 3-XIII A. 1:4.
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The diameter of rim varies from 14.5 to 20.0 cm. The 
clay is either red or buff. The rim and shoulder of G9SE is 
very like that of a deep bowl on thick foot from Räs Samra 
dated to Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 179 fig. 71.14). 
G9SE sand under grave A may belong to Ugarit Recent 2 
(Ugaritica II, 163 fig. 63.7, 177 fig. 70.6) and H9NW has a 
rim and shoulder very like those on a vase dated Ugarit 
Moyen 2 ou début de 3 (Ugaritica II, 185 fig. 74.2).

D. Rounded base. Two vertical handles.
Example: G9SE CLXIV (6092 = SH 54).

The height 9.7 cm, the diameter 20.5 cm. It is exactly 
like a bowl from Räs Samra dated Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugariti
ca II, 207 fig. 85.7).

E. Flat bottom. Vertical handle.
Examples: G9SE around grave A level 225-230 (3380/2)?, 
H9NE CCCVIII (3589/1).

The height (reconstructed) varies from 8.0 to 8.5 cm, 
the diameter of rim from 15.0 to 18.0 cm. Colour of H9NE 
CCCVIII reddish buff clay. G9SE around grave A is very 
similar to a two-handled vase from Räs Samra dated to Uga
rit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 177 fig. 70.2), and H9NE CC
CVIII may be from the end of the LB II Period (Ugaritica 
II, 201 fig. 82.20 (Ugarit Récent 3)).

F. No bottom preserved. Vertical handle.
1. Off-set more or less vertical rim.
Examples: G8NE (9035/1), G8W (9029/1), G9SE XXXVI- 
II (3307/1), XLI (3321/3), CLXVII (3218/3), CCCCLIV 
(3139/5), G9SE (3241/2), G9NE (3357/1), H9NE CCC- 
CLXVII (3680/1), H9NE supplements to grave ceramics 
(9098/4).

The diameter of rims reconstructed. The clay is reddish, 
buff or brown when at all mentioned. G8NE and G9SE 
CLXVII, G9NE and G9SE may originate from a bowl dated 
to Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 177 fig. 70.2), and so 
should G8W, G9SE XXXVIII and XLI (Ugaritica II, 207 fig. 
85.14), while G9SE CCCCLIV, H9NE CCCCLXVII and 
H9NE supplements are more like the profile of a bowl 
without handles from a deposit of pottery of the LB II Pe
riod north of the library at Räs Samra (Ugaritica II, 191 fig. 
77.1, Ugarit Récent 2).

2. More or less off-set everted rim.
Examples: G9SE LXXV north (3717/1), CLXXIII 
(3243/1), CXCIV (3380/3), G9NW CCXVI ((3363/1), 
G9SE CCCCXIII (3382/2), CCCCXVIII (3200/4), CCC

CLIV (3139/6), G9NE CCCCXCI (3806/1), H9NE / G9SE 
XXVI (3362/1)), H9NE CCXCIV (3577/1), CCCLXVI 
(3649/1), CCCCXLIII (3613/2), CCCCLXVI and CCC
CLXVII (3584/1 and 3231), H9NE (9088/1).

The drawings of the bowls are all more or less reconstruct
ed, but the average diameter of the rim may vary between 
16.0 and 18.0 cm. The colour of the clay, if indicated, is 
buff, brownish and red. With exception of G9NW CCXVI 
which is related to a bowl dated to Ugarit Récent 3 at Räs 
Samra, they should be compared with another of the Uga
rit Récent 2 Period (Ugaritica II, 201 fig. 82.20 and 9).

3. Convex side with more or less concave rim.
Examples: G9SE XXIX (3344/2), LXX (3705/6), CCC- 
CXVI (3206/3), CCCCLV (3383/3), CCCCLXXXV 
(3753/3), G9NW around grave (9070/1), G9SE (3241/1), 
G9-H9N northern east ditch (3683/4), H9NE west of ston
es (3679/3), H9NE (9063/3).

Most of the pieces are side fragments, and others are re
constructed showing both sides; therefore I shall indicate 
no dimensions. If the colour of the clay is indicated, it is 
either buff or reddish buff or dark red. All the pieces have 
profiles very like those on bowls from Räs Samra of the 
Ugarit Récent 2 or 3 Period (Ugaritica II, 172 fig. 68.20, 
201 fig. 82.20, 207 fig. 85.14).

G. No bottom preserved. Bobbin handle.
Examples: G9SE CLXVII (3218/2), G9SW above ancient 
surface (9073/1), G9NW (9093/2).

The diameter of rim of G9SW (9073/1) ca. 8.0 cm. 
Brown or buff colour. They should all be compared with a 
bowl from Räs Samra dated Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 
200 fig. 82.14).

H. No bottom preserved. Tubular spout.
Example: H9NE (9063/5).

The end of the spout on the rim is missing. No indicat
ion of colour. The piece may be similar to one fragmented 
jug from Dépôt 43 at Räs Samra dated to Ugarit Moyen 2 
ou début 3 (Ugaritica II, 247 fig. 104.6). There are other 
shapes of these so-called feeding bottles at Räs Samra (see 
for instance Ugaritica II, 161 fig. 62.23 (Ugarit Récent 2)).
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XIII. “Fruit-stand”, i.e. bowl on high 
foot (figs. 29-30)
A. Tall splaying foot.
1. Side of bowl upwards curved with thickened 
rim.

Examples: G9SE CI and CXIV (6110 = SH 71), CXXXI 
(6650/1 = SH 28), CLXVI (6096 = SH 58), CLXXVIII 
(6103/1 = SH 65), ad CCCLXXXV (3754/1), H9NE CG 
CXXVI (3561/1).

The height varies from 10.0 to 11.0 cm, the diameter 
from 11.5 to 14.50 cm. The colour of the clay is either yel
lowish, reddish or reddish-brown. They are all very like a 
“fruit-stand” from Räs Samra of the Ugarit Recent 2 (Uga
ritica II, 269 fig. 115.6).

2. Side of bowl slightly convex, nearly straight.
Examples: G9SE CCCCXVI (3206/1), H9NE XLIV 
(6054/1 = SH 32).

The height 9.5 and 10.0 cm, the diameter of rim 15.0 
and 16.0 cm. The colour of clay buff and reddish-brown, 
H9NE XLIV is blackened by fire here and there. They are 
both related to one from Ras Samra of the Ugarit Recent 3 
(Ugaritica II, 269 fig. 115.1).

3. Side of bowl convex with everted rim.
Examples: G9SE CLVI (6101/1 = SH 63), XCIX (3400/1).

The height 9.0 and 10.5 cm, the diameter of rim 15.5 
and 24.0 cm. The colour of the clay reddish, yellowish and 
red. Inside G9SE CLVI remains of soot. G9SE CLVI is ex
actly like one from Räs Samra dated to Ugarit Recent 2 
(Ugaritica II, 269 fig. 115.5) and XCIX of the same date 
but more like another one (Ugaritica II, 271 fig. 116.7).

4. No bowl or rim preserved.
Examples: G8SE (9040/5), G8NW 40 cm under surface 
(9054/1), LIX (3316/1), LXIII (3707/1), LXX (3705/2), 
CIII (3275/1), CIV (3253/1), G9SE CVII (3348/1), 
CXXXIV (3246/1), clay around grave CLV (3370/3), CX- 
CII (3220/1), G9NE CCCXXXVII (3176/3), G9SE CCC- 
CLIV (3139/1), CCCCLIV (3139/2), CCCCLXVII 
(3231/1), G9NE CCCCLXXXVII (3792/2), G9SE around 
grave A, level 225-230 (3359/3), G9SE (3302/1), G9SW 
same level as graves (3162/4), G9SE under baulk 
(3119/4), G9NE same level as Late Bronze Age pottery 
(3193/4), G-H9 northern east ditch (3721/12), H9NE 
CCLXXXIV (3650/1), H9NE CCLXXXIX (6158 = SH 90), 
CCCXXXIX (3642/1), CCCCLXVI (3568/3), CCCCLXVI 

(3725/7), CCCCLXVI (3568/5), CCCCLXVI (3607/1), 
CCCCLXVI 16 (3708/1), CCCCLXVI 17 (3563/1), CCC
CLXVI (3741/9), CCCCLXVI (3554/4), H9NE supple
ments to grave ceramics (9098/7), H9NE supplements to 
grave ceramics (9098/8), H9N just above sherd level 
(9099/1).

The clay has the same variety of colour as in the preced
ing groups. H9NE (9098/7) at top blackened by fire. The 
main type of splaying foot has a folded edge (Ugaritica II, 
269 fig. 115,5, 271 fig. 116.1 (Ugarit Récent 2)), and a few 
others have a simple splaying foot which may go down to 
Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 269 fig. 115.7).

B. Tall conical foot.
1. Side of bowl convex with everted rim.

Example: G9SE under stone settings southern row 
(3299/1).

The height 13.0 cm, the diameter of rim 21.5 cm (recon
struction). Brown clay. The nearest parallel is a “fruit
stand” from Ras Samra published by J.-C. Courtois and 
dated Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica VII, 266 fig. 22.9).

2. No bowl or rim preserved.
Examples: G9SE CI (3360), CCCCXXI (3173/1), CCC- 
CLXXXV (3753/1), G9SW same level as graves (3162/6), 
G9NE same level of Late Bronze Age pottery (3193/3), 
G9SE in sand beneath stone settings A 2 (3292/3), G9SE 
between stone setting and N-S going row of stones, H9NE 
CCXCI (3663/1), H9NE CCCCLXVI (3741/11).

The height of preserved feet varies from 4.5 to 10.5 cm. 
If the colour of the clay is indicated, it is buff, brown or 
dark red. G9SE CCCCXXI and CCCCLXXXV have feet 
similar to one from Räs Samra of Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugariti
ca II, 269 fig. 115.15), while G9SW same level as graves and 
H9NE CCXCI have smaller feet and should be compared 
with one dated to Ugarit Récent 2 or beginning of 3 (Uga
ritica II, 269 fig. 115.3).

C. Low conical foot. No bowl preserved.
Example: E7 northern part (3805/2).

The height of foot 3.0 cm. Red clay. It resembles a foot 
from Räs Samra dated Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 271 
fig. 116.11).
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XIII B 1 3299/1 XIII B 2 3360

XIII B 2 3193/3

XIII C 1 3805/2 XIII D 1 3336/1

XIII D 2 3152/1
XIII D 4 3705/5

XIV A 3218/6

XIV C 3209/9

Fig. 30. Local pottery. Classes XIII B-XIV. 1:4.
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D. Only upper part of foot with bowl or part of bowl 
preserved.
1. Side of bowl upwards curved with thickened 
rim.
Examples: G9SE XLIX (3315/1), XCVI (6100 = SH 62), ad 
CXXIV (3374/1), CXXIX (3369/1), CCCCXXXVII 
(3336/1), CCCCXXXVII (3336/2), G9SE sand under 
grave A (3207/2), H9NW CCLIII (3611/1), H9NE 
CCLXXXVIII (3587/1), H9NE (9078/2).

The diameter of rim varies from 12.5 to 14.5 cm. The 
colour of clay, if indicated, yellowish, buff and brown. In
side G9SE XCVI is slighdy blackened by fire, in one place 
remains of green colour. They should all belong to the 
Ugarit Récent 2 like XIII A 1.

2. Side of bowl slightly convex, nearly straight.
Examples: E7 XXXV (6108/1 = SH 70), G8NE ad CCC- 
CLXXVI (3412/1), G9SE CCCCLXXVII (3152/1), G9NE 
CCCLXXXVIII (3394/1).

The diameter of rim varies from 12.0 to 14.0 cm. The 
colour of the clay indicated reddish or buff. E7 XXXV was 
already mentioned by P.J. Riis (Sükäs VI, 9 note 17). They 
should all be compared with material from Ras Samra of 
the Ugarit Recent 2 or 3 (Ugaritica II, 269 fig. 115.4, 7, 271 
fig. 116.12).

3. Side of bowl convex with everted rim.
Examples: G9SE L (6098 = SH 60), H9NE CCCCXLVI 
(3674/1).

The diameter of rim of the former 21.0 cm, the latter 
15.0 cm. Reddish or buff clay. They are both like “fruit
stands” from Räs Samra dated Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica 
II, 271 fig. 116.7 and 169 fig. 115.5).

4. No rim preserved.
Examples: G9SE near XXXVIII (3285/1), LXX (3705/5), 
CXCI (3197/1), CXCVIII (3402/1), CCIV (3249/1), CCC- 
CXI (3194/3), CCCCXX (3153/3), CCCCXXI (3173/3), 
CCCCXCVIII (3164/2), G9SW same level as graves 
(3162/2), G9N same level as graves (3181/4), H9NE 
CCLXXXIV (3647/1), CCXCIII (3667/1), CCCXIV 
(3594/1), CCCLIV (3574/1), CCCLVIII (3623/1), H9NW 
CCCCLXV (3625/2), H9NE CCCCLXVI (3568/1), CCC- 
CLXVI (3568/2), CCCCLXVI (3568/4), CCCCLXVI 
(3741/2), CCCCLXVI (3741/3), CCCCLXVI (3741/6), 
H9NE (9025/1).

Too little has been preserved of the “fruit-stands” in this 
group to enable us to find parallels. It should be noticed 

that G9SE CXCI has already been mentioned by P.J. Riis 
(Súkás VI, 28). The pieces are no doubt of the same period 
as the others in Class XIII dated to the Ugarit Récent 2 and 
in a few cases Ugarit Récent 3.

XIV. Rim sherds of bowls or “fruit
stands” (fig. 30)
A. Side upwards curved, eventually with thickened 
rim.
Examples: G9SE CLXVII (3218/6), CLXVIII (3342/2), 
CLXX (3319/1), CCCCXXI (3173/5), CCCCXXXVII 
(3336/3), CCCCLIV (3139/4), G9SW CCCCXCVIII 
( 3164/3), G9SE under clay in west end of archaic grave A, le
vel 285.30 (3209/3), (3209/4), (3209/14), G9SE between 
stone-setting and N-S going row of stones (3212/6), G9S be
low S Baulk (3250/2), G9SE east ditch west of stone-setting 
LXXXVII (3266/1), (3266/2), G9SE in sand beneath stone 
setting A 2 (3292/2), G9SE (3241/5), G9SE (9094/3), 
G9NW (9093/1), H9NE CCXCIV (3577/4), CCCCLXVI 
(3568/6), CCCCLXVI (3568/8), CCCCLXVI (3568/9), 
CCCCLXVI (3741/12), CCCCLXVI (3554/3), H9NE west 
of stones (3679/4), H9NE (9027/2), (SH...? 3455/1?).

Since most of the drawings in this group are reconstru
ctions I shall not give any dimensions. Colour of clay, if in
dicated at all, as in the other groups. G9SE east ditch 
(3266/2) is blackened on interior. G9SE CLXVII and 
G9SE CCCCXXI should be compared with H9NE 
CXXXVII in Class XI A 1 and with H9NE DI in CLass XI A 
2, and G9SE CLXX, G9SE CCCCLIV and G9SE (3209/3), 
(3209/14), G9SE (3241/5) and H9NE CCCCLXVI have 
the same profiles as G9SE CLXVIII in Class XI D. H9NE is 
similar to G9SE XXIX in Class XI A 2. All the others have a 
thickened rim which is dominating among the fruit-stands 
in Class XIII A 1.

B. Side slightly convex neady straight.
Examples: G8NE around CCCCLIX (3441/5), G9SE aro
und LII (3284/2), G9SE at CLXXIV and in same level as 
(3389/1), CXCIV (3380/1), G9NW CCXXV (3123/1), 
G9SE CCCCXXII (3184/1), G9SE under clay in west end 
of archaic grave A (level 285.30) (3209/1), G9SE under 
grave A, eastern end (level 285.30) (3309/2).

These rimsherds should be compared with those of bowls 
in Class XIA 2 and with those of “fruit-stands” in Class XIII 
A 2. Consequently they should be of the same date.

C. Side convex with more or less everted rim.
Examples: G8NE around CCCCLIX (3441/4), G9SE near 
XXXVIII (3285/2 and 3285/3), G9SE around LII 
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(3284/3), CXXX north east of stone-setting (3699/2), 
CXXXIII (3216/1), CLXX (3319/2), G9SE at and in same 
level as CLXXIV (3389/3), CLXXXI (3347/1), CLXXXII 
(3196/1), CLXXXII (3196/1), CLXXXV (3261/2), G9NE 
CCVI (3290/2), G9NW CCXVII (3215/2), G9NE CC- 
CXXVI (3182/1), G9SE CCCCXXI (3173/6), CCCCLIV 
(3139/3), G9SE under clay in west end of archaic grave A 
(level 285.30) (3209/9), G9SE under baulk (3119/1), 
G9SE sand under grave A (3207/4), G9SE around grave A 
(level 225-230) (3359/2), G9SE under clay in west end of 
archaic grave A (level 285.30) (3209/10), G9SE in sand be
neath stone-setting A 2 (3292/1), G9SE between stone-set- 
ting and N-S going row of stones (3212/4), G9SE between 
stone-setting and N-S going row of stones (3212/7), G9SE 
between stone-setting and N-S going row of stones 
(3212/9), G9SE between stone-setting and N-S going row 
of stones (3288/2), G9SE sand under grave A (3207/8), 
G9NW around grave (9670/3), G9SE under baulk 
(3119/6), G9SW same level as graves (3162/7), H9NE 
CXXXVIII (3619/2), H9NE CCCCLXVI (3568/7), CCC
CLXVI (3726/11), CCCCLXVI (3741/10), H9NE west of 
stones (3679/1), H9NE (9088/3), H9NE supplements to 
grave ceramics (9098/15), H9NE (9024/3), H9NW 
(9069/4), H9N 40 cm below surface (9084/4), H9N just 
above sherd level (9099/3).

The profiles of these rimsherds are very much like those 
on bowls in Class XI A 3 and should therefore belong to 
the same time.

XV. Bottoms of jars, amphorae, jugs, 
oinochoai, mugs, flat or deep bowls 
(fig. 31)
A. Ring base.
Examples: G9SE CLXXXV (3261/4), CXCIV (3380/5), 
G9NW CCXX (3144/3), G9SE CCCCXVIII (3200/2), 
G9NE CCCCXLVII (3255/1), G9SE CCCCLXXXV 
(3753/2), G9NE same level as Late Bronze Age pottery 
(3193/2), G9S under S-baulk (3260/1), H9NE CCCVI 
(3639/1), CCCXII (3634/1), CCCXVIII (3644/1), CCC- 
CLXVI (3725/6), H9NE supplements to grave ceramics 
(9098/9), H9N 40 cm below surface (9084/3), J7 south of 
east ditch, south of north sector (3696/4).

The diameter of the foot varies from 3.0 to 12.0 cm. The 
description of the clay missing for most of these fragments. 
The bottom G9SE CLXXXV is completely like a one-hand
le bowl from Ras Samra dated Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica 
II, 201 fig. 82.9). G9SE CXCIV may have belonged to a jug 
similar to one from the tall and compared with jugs from 
Hama Period I-II (Sükäs VII, 28 fig. X. 106-107, 31). G9NW 
CCXX is very much like a jug from Râs Samra dated to 
Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 275 fig. 118.20).

Probably G9SE CCCCXVIII and CCCCLVII originate 
from jars related to two from Räs Samra belonging to “Uga
rit à la fin de Moyen 2 ou de début de 3” (Ugaritica II, 247 
fig. 104). Also G9SE CCCCLXXXV which may be the lower 
part of a bowl should be considered from that period 
(Ugaritica II, 235 fig. 108.11).

Perhaps G9NE same level as LB pottery belongs to a kra
ter of the Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 207 fig. 85.16).

G9S under baulk resembles the foot of a bowl dated 
“Ugarit Moyen 2 ou du début de 3” (Ugaritica II, 249 fig. 
105.28).

Among the feet found in sector H9, H9NE CCCVI, CCC
XII, CCCCLXVI, H9N 40 cm below surface and J7 should 
go back to the Middle Bronze Age (Ugaritica II, 273 fig. 
117.12 (Ugarit Moyen 2 ou 3), 185 fig. 74.29 (Ugarit Moy
en 2), 247 fig. 104.19 (Ugarit Moyen 2 ou début 3), 255 fig.
108.11).

H9NE CCCXVIII and H9NE supplements to grave ce
ramics have feet similar to those of jars from Hamâ (Hama 
II 3, 48-49 fig. 26 (Period I-II), 47-48 fig. 24 (Period I-II)).

Fig. 26. Local pottery. Class IX A. 6258 = SH 113. “Dipper” 
with pointed bottom. 1:2.
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XV A 3261/4

\_^r

XV A 3380/5

XV A 3644/1 XV A 9098/9

XV B 3553/1 XV B 3144/3
XV C 3441/2 XVI A 3275/2

XVI B 2 3464/1

XVI B 1 9049/1

XVII A 6097 SH 59

Fig. 31. Local pottery. Classes XV-XVII A. 1:4.
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B. Disk base.

Examples: G9SE LXX (3705/4), (3705/8), CXVI 
(3264/1), CXVIII east of grave A 2 (3719/1), CXL 
(3291/1), G9SW CXLII (3724/44), G9SW CLII (3317/1), 
G9SE north of CLV in same level as graves (9091/1), 
CLXVII (3218/1), (3218/9), G9SE CCV (3274/1), CCXI 
(3364/1), G9NW CCXIX (3350/1), G9SE CCCGXVI 
(3206/2), CCCCXXI (3173/2), CCCCL (3186/2), 
(3186/3), CCCCLVII (3372/2), G9SE (3241/6), G9SE east 
of grave (3398/1), G9SE under clay in west end of archaic 
grave Al (level 285.30) (3209/2), (3209/7), (3209/12), 
H9NE CCLXXXV (3652/1), around CCCII (3622/3), CCC- 
XV (3576/1), CCCLVII (3677/1-2), CCCLXIII (3553/1), 
CCCCLXVI (3726/2), CCCCLXVI (3725/4), CCCCLXVI 
(3726/5), CCCCLXVI (3725/1), H9NW (9069/3).

The diameter of basis varies from 4.0 to 8.0 cm. They 
should all be compared with bottoms of pottery from Räs 
Samra. G9SE LXX (3705/4 and 3705/8), CXVIII, G9SW 
CLII, G9SE north of CLV, CLXVII, G9NW CCXIX, G9SE 
east of grave, G9SE under clay (3209/12), H9NE CCC
CLXVI are similar to the bottom of one bowl dated Ugarit 
Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 273 fig. 117.18). G9SE CXVI, CXL 
are more like one dated to Ugarit Moyen 2 (Ugaritica II, 
273 fig. 117.9). G9SW CXLII was already mentioned by P.J. 
Riis (Sükäs VI, 61 note 185); this bottom together with 
G9SE CCCCL, G9SE (3241/6) and G9SE under clay 
(3209/2) may belong to Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 273 
fig. 117.16). Other bottoms like G9SE CLXVII, CCXI, CC- 
CCXVI, CCCCXXI, G9SE CCCCLVII, H9NE CCLXXXV 
and CCCCLXVI should be compared with a bottom of a 
bowl dated to Ugarit Récent 1 or 2 (Ugaritica II, 273 fig. 
117.25). The bottom G9SE CCV seems to have belonged to 
a deep bowl similar to one dated Ugarit Moyen 2 (Ugariti
ca II, 245 fig. 103 C). The sides on this fragment are dif
ferent either being convex (left) or concave (right), which 
gives the bottom a look of either being flat or on disk base. 
G9SE CCCCL has a bottom like that of a bowl dated Ugarit 
Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 273 fig. 117.17). The nearest paral
lel to G9SE under clay (3209/7) is a two-handled bowl 
dated Ugarit Récent 3 (Ugaritica II, 201 fig. 82.20). Like 
G9SE CCV the left side is convex and the right side conca
ve near bottom. This piece reminds of the lower part of a 
deep bowl dated Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 201 fig.
82.11).  H9NE CCCXV and CCCLXIII may also be from 
deep bowls like one dated to Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 
191 fig. 77.6). The thick-bottomed fragment H9NE CCCL
VII is probably from ajar like one dated “probably Ugarit 
Récent” (Ugaritica II, 189 fig. 76.3). Perhaps H9NE CCCC
LXVI (3726/2) is the lower part of a jug similar to H9NE 
/ NW CCLXXX in Class B 1 dated to the end of the LB II 
Period. H9NE CCCCLXVI (3725/4) is rather like the bot

tom of a bowl dated “probably Ugarit Récent 3” (Ugaritica 
II, 259 fig. 110.16), while H9NW seems to belong to ajar of 
Ugarit Récent 2 or 3 (Ugaritica II, 207.11-12).

C. Flat Bottom.
Examples: G8NE around CCCCLIX (3441/2), G9SE 
CLXVII (3218/7), CCXXVI (3120/1), G9NW CCXXIX 
(3361/1), G9NE CCCXXXVII (3176/2), G9SE CCC- 
CXXVII (3335/1), CCCCLVI (3118/1), G9NE CCCCLXIX 
(3185/1), H9NE CCCII (3673/1), H9NE CCCCLXVI 
(3554/5), CCCCLXVI (3725/5), J8N southern east ditch 
(3694/1).

The diameter of bases varies from 2.2 to 8.8 cm. Colour 
of clay, if indicated, varies from yellowish buff to reddish or 
reddish brown. G8NE around CCCCLIX and H9NE CCC
CLXVI are very like bottoms found on the tall and dated to 
EI (Sükäs I, 24, 35 fig. 10a No. 13, Sükäs VII 58.325). G9SE 
CLXVII and H9NE CCCII may have belonged to bowls like 
one from Räs Samra dated to Ugarit Moyen 2 (Ugaritica II, 
239 fig. 100.4). The bottoms G9NW CCXXVI and H9NE 
CCCCLXVI more look like jars from Räs Samra dated to 
Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugaritica II, 204 fig. 84.13). The large 
bottom (reconstruction) seems to originate from a deep 
bowl resembling that of one from Räs Samra of the Ugarit 
Récent 3 Period (Ugaritica II, 179 fig. 71.14). G9NE CCC
XXXVII is a reconstruction, the left side is convex, the 
right almost straight. It may belong to a vase like the one 
found at Räs Samra and dated to Ugarit Moyen 2 (Ugariti
ca II, 201 fig. 82.25). G9SE CCCCXXVII has a bottom very 
like that of an amphora dated to Ugarit Récent 2 (Ugariti
ca II, 173 fig. 68.25). The large bottom of G9SE CCCCLVI 
has a profile similar to that of a deep bowl dated “Ugarit 
Récent 2 ou début de 3” (Ugaritica II, 151 fig. 57.10). Per
haps G9NE CCCCLXIX has belonged to a carinated bowl 
like the one found on the tall of the LB / El Period (Sükäs 
I, 32, 35 fig. 10e No. 45). The left side of H9NE CCCII is 
straight, the right one slightly convex, it very much resem
bles the bottom of a deep bowl from Räs Samra and dated 
to “Ugarit Récent 2 ou début de 3” (Ugaritica II, 175 fig.
69.12).  J8N has a bottom very similar to that of an oino- 
choe dated Ugarit Récent 1 (Ugaritica II, 277 fig. 119.7).

XVI. Sidesherds (figs. 31 and 33)
A. Relief ware.
Example: G9SE CIII (3275/2).

Dimensions 1.5 x 2.5 cm. Buff clay.
This piece should be compared with sherds from niveau 

IV at Räs Samra (Ugaritica IV, 278-279 pl. 8.5, 324-325 pl. 
7.1), “Spätes Neolithikum” = Sükäs N1'2 c. 5050 BC. See 
Sükäs III, 70-83.
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XVII. Lamps (figs. 31-32)
The development of the North Syrian clay 
lamps was summarized when the finds of lamps 
from the tall were published (Sükäs VII, 61-68).

A. Disk base.

Examples: G9SE CXC (3386/1), G9NW CCXV (3358/1), 
CCLII (3233/2), H9NE CXXXV (6097 = SH 59), CCLXX- 
IX (3646/1), CCCLXIII (3553/2).

The diameter of base varies from 4.0 to 5.0 cm. The col
our, if indicated, is buff or red. G9SE CXC is in the interior 
blackened by fire, and the spout and inner side of H9NE 
CCLXXIX is blackened too. The date of Class A seems to 
be the LB II B Period (Amiran, Pottery, pl. 59.20) or even 
at the very end of the LB II Period (compare with one 
from Räs Samra, Ugaritica II, 267 fig. 114.12).

Fig. 33. Local pottery. Class XVI C. 6295/1 = SH 126. Si
desherd. Red slip ware. 1:1.

B. Incised ware.
Examples: G7S sounding layer 4 (3464/1: 3 sherds), G8NE 
(9049/1).

No dimensions indicated for these from G7S sounding. 
G8NE height 7.0 cm, width 7.5 cm, thickness 0.6 cm. The 
three from G7 are all red porous clay. The one from G8 of 
brown clay with small white particles. The first from G7 
should be compared with one from Ras Samra dated Uga- 
rit du Bronze Ancien 3 (Ugaritica IV, 430 fig. 20). The se
cond sherd with combed and incised decoration may be of 
the same period (Ugaritica VO, 50 fig. 2.3), called “cooking 
pot ware”). The decoration of the third is the same on a 
seal from Hamä L3A and on ajar from K 8-9 (Hama I, 186, 
231.8, 252.11). This sherd should be dated to EB I (Ugari
tica IV, 338 fig. 9 G, fig. 41 C). G8NE is a side- and shoulder 
sherd with combed decoration in zones, belongs to “Ugarit 
du Bronze Ancien 3” (Ugaritica IV, 430 fig. 20); cp. also 
Sükäs IX, 45, 50, 51, 59 fig. 51:7, 58:3.

C. Red slip ware.
Examples: G7S sounding level 6 (6295/1 = SH 126).

Dimensions: 2.4 x 3.4 cm, thickness 1.3 cm. Light yel
lowish, in the core grey clay, dark pink to buff slip. Accord
ing to the description it belongs to a ware represented at 
Hamä L 3-2, Chalcolithicum (Hama I, 186, Hama II 1, 17 
fig. 13); cp. also Sükäs IX, 10, 48, 59.

B. Rounded base.
Examples: H9NE CXXXVI (3643/1), H9NE CCXCVIII 
(3591/1).

The diameter of base varies from 3.0 to 3.5 cm. The col
our of the clay is reddish buff. They seem to belong to LB 
II B Period (Amiran, Pottery, pl. 59), compare also with 
one from Räs Samra (Ugaritica II, 267 fig. 114.11 (Ugarit 
Récent 2 ou 3)).

C. Flat base.
Examples: G7SE CCCCLXIII (3155/2), G9NW CCXX 
(3144/2), G9SE CCCCXXXVI (3155/1).

The diameter varies from 5.0 to 5.5 cm. Only the colour 
of G7SE CCCCLXIII was indicated, being reddish brown. 
The spout was blackened by fire. They are probably also 
from the LB II B Period.

D. Fragments.

Examples: G9SE CLXVII (3218/5), CCXII (3175/1), 
G9SE in sand beneath stone setting A 2 (3292/5), H9NE 
CXXXVI (3643/2), CCCLXIII (3553/3), (3553/11), infor
mation lost(3388).

Since restored, it is difficult to give dimensions. The clay, 
if indicated, is buff, reddish or brown. H9NE CXXXVI, CC
CLXIII and (3388) are blackened by fire. Very little has to 
be said about the date of these fragmented lamps. May be 
G9SE CCXII is either very late in the LB II Period, or it is 
of the Iron Age (Ugaritica II, 267 fig. 114.12 (Ugarit 
Récent 2 ou 3); Amiran, Pottery, pl. 100.7 (Iron I)).
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XVII B 3591/1 XVII C 3455/2

XVII D 3175/1

XIX A 3 6207 SH 107

XIX B 2 3462/1

Fig. 32. Local pottery. Classes XVII B-X1X. 1:4.
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XVIII. Wall-bracket (fig. 32)
Examples: H9NE XXVI and CCCCXLII (6205 = SH 128).

The dimensions: length 36.0 cm, width 9.0 cm.
11 fragments of wall-brackets were found on Tall Sûkâs, 

but 6205 = SH 128 is the only one represented at the South 
Harbour. The nearest parallel from the tall are two frag
ments, also with three vertical wavy lines below the suspen
sion hole (Sûkâs VII, 64 no. 356, 65-66 (Ugarit Récent 2)).

The type was very popular in the Levant and Cyprus in 
the Late Bronze Age. They were destinated to hang on a 
wall, and the horseshoe - shaped lower part probably con
tained some combustible matter, perhaps incense; they 
seem to have had a religious function (A. Caubet, Pseudo
Lampes au Proche Orient Ancien, see Les Lampes de Ter
re cuite en Méditerranée, Table ronde du CNRS tenue à 
Lyon du 7 au 11 décembre 1981, Lyon 1981, 40-41, cf. 
RDAC 1974, 126-130).

XIX. Zoomorphic vessels and figurines 
(figs. 32, 34 and 35)
A. Bull-shaped vessels.
Examples: G9SE LVI (6040/1 = SH 20), G9NE CCC- 
CLXXVIII (3788/1), H9NE CCCCXLI (6207 = SH 107).

Dimensions of G9SE LVI (6040/1 = SH 20): length 16.5 
cm, width 5.5 cm, height 12.8 cm. Reddish, yellowish or 

buff clay. G9SE LVI (6040/1 = SH 20) is the most comple
te, of the others only the heads are left. Similar complete 
vases were not found on the tall, only a head may have be
longed to such vessels (Sûkâs VII, 91 note 571); but in 
tomb 1 from Period Ugarit Récent 3 at Râs Samra a bull 
askos was placed, completely like 6040 = SH 20, and a head 
of a bull also from one askos appeared in another tomb of 
the same date (Ugaritica II, 161 fig. 62.22, 181 fig. 72.12). 
In this connection it should be mentioned that a bull’s 
head like a mask adorned the upper part of a wall bracket 
of the Period Ugarit Récent 3, placed in tomb LVIII at Râs 
Samra (Ugaritica II, 183 fig. 73.1).

B. Fragments of bull figurines.
Examples: G7S CCCCLIII (3462/1), G9SE CCCCXXII 
(3184/2).

Dimensions of 3462/1: height 4.5 cm, width 3.5 cm; of 
3184/2: height 3.5 cm, width 2.0 cm.

3462/1 may be the body of a bull of which head and legs 
(only indicated by two supports) are missing, the right up
per corner may indicate the tail. The figure very much re
sembles that of a bull from Hamâ Period K 8 (Hama II 1, 
35 fig. 37, see also Sûkâs VII, 91 pl. XXVIII. 569 compared 
with finds from Hamâ K 6 and K5). 3184/2 may be a leg of 
an animal, perhaps that of a bull askos (see 6040/1 = SH 
20).

Fig. 34. Local pottery. Class XIX A. 6040/1 = SH
20. Bull-shaped vessel. 1:2.
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C. Human figurine.

Example: H9NE (6410 = SH 122).
Dimensions: height 4.6 cm, width 2.8 cm.
The piece may represent the lower part of the body of 

which only one leg is preserved, but it is impossible to give 
the fragment a date judging from the remains.

Fig. 35. Local pottery. Class XIX C. 6410 = SH 122. Hu
man figurine. 1:1.

Importations

I. Central Syrian (figs. 36-37)
A. Painted, ware.
1. Ovoid body and base ring.
Example: G9SE CXLI (3211/1).

Dimensions: Estimated height 27.0 cm, diameter of body 
estimated 25.0 cm.

Ovoid body, ring base, greatest diameter above middle 
of body, neck not separated from body. Reddish clay. Matt 
painted decoration: on shoulder three horizontal stripes, 
on transition to neck one horizontal stripe with part of 
hanging stripes. Similar Jars were found in the cemeteries 
at Hamâ in Periods I and II (1175/50 - 900) (Hama II 3, 48 
fig. 25, 86 DalÔ, 90Da2e, 96, 98, 103 nos. 5, 83 and 84).

2. Sidesherd.

Examples: G9SE (6412 = SH 123), 9094/6.
Dimensions: 6412 = SH 123 2.5 x 3.8 cm, of 9094/6 5.0 x 

4.5 cm.
Brownish clay. On the exterior of 6412 is a brownish slip 

with decoration in matt brownish paint: part of field with 
oblique stripes, to the right limited by a thicker vertical 
line parallel with another one. The decoration does not 

help us to give the piece a closer date (Hama II 3, 101.56, 
Periods I-IV; see also Sükäs VII, 114 fig. D Periods Fl - E.

B. Unpainted ware.
Rimsherd with horizontal handle.
Example: G-H9 northern east ditch (3721/3).

Dimensions: height 2.7 cm, width 1.5 cm. Very fine yel
lowish clay. The handle has the shape of a horse shoe. The 
sherd has no doubt belonged to a deep bowl of a type from 
Hama Period III (900-800) (Hama II 3, 69 fig. 90, XXVIII 
2).

II. Mycenaean or imitations of Mycena
ean (figs. 37-38)
A. Pyxis.
Rounded bottom, slightly concave, offset side, 
offset concave shoulder and two horizontal 
handles on shoulder carination.
Examples: G7SE CCCCLXIII (3455/1), G8NE around CC- 
CCLIX (3441/1), G9SE CCCCLXXXIV (3766/1).

Height of G7SE CCCCLXIII 6.2 cm. Diameter of shoul
der carination varies from 8.0 to 9.5 cm. If indicated red-
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Fig. 36. Importations. Class I A 2. 6412 = SH 123. Central 
Syrian sidesherd. 1:1.

B. Stirrup-jar, i.e. false-necked vase.

Examples: G8NE CCLXIV (3422/2), (3422/3), G8NE sup
plements (3409/3), G8NE (9039/1), G9NE CCXLIII (6137 
= SH 78), G9NW CCLII (3233/1), G9SW UNDER LXVII 
(3724/48), G9 supplements (3387/2), H9NE beneath the 
bowl LVII (3596/1), H9N above pottery levels (9087/1-4), 
(9087/5), H9N 40 cm under surface (3724/40), H9NE sup
plements, same level as LB ceramics (3562/1).

Most of the material consists of sherds, so only the more 
complete specimens can give us satisfying dimensions, for 
instance 6137 = SH 78 height 10.5 cm, diameter of body 
9.5 cm, 3233/1 height 9.2 cm, diameter of body 7.8 cm. 
Common for all the sherds is that they are of very fine yel
lowish green clay. On some pieces are remains of dark 
matt, in some cases lustrous paint. 6137 = SH 78 is the best 
preserved, and other fragments seem to be of the same age 
as the former such as G8NE CCLXIV, G9NW CCXLII, 
G9NW CCLII and H9 LVII, which can be compared with 
one from the LM III B 2 = LH III C 1 Period (1230-1125) 
(AJA 42, 1938, 549-550 pl. 28.9), see also Furumark II, 31 
fig. 6:176 and 177, LH III C 1-2 (1230-1100), 85 fig. 23 be
low in the middle, from LH III C 1 (1230-1125).

dish clay. The types are imitations of imported Mycenaean 
pyxides, which got very popular in the Near East. The imit
ations both on the coast and in Palestine are not so elegant 
as those made by the Mycenaean craftsmen, for instance 
the necks and rims are not so elaborated and developed as 
on the original Mycenaean prototypes (Ugaritica VII, 343 
fig. 52.5-6). Such pieces were not found on the tall, and at 
Räs Samra the shapes are not quite the same as at the 
South Harbour (Ugaritica II, 183 fig. 73.2-3.7 (Ugarit 
Récent 2 ou 3)). In Palestine the pyxides continued to be 
made during most of the Iron Age until Iron II C (Amiran, 
Pottery, 186). The most complete, G7SE CCCCLXIII, is 
very like one from Ain Shems Str. Ill = Iron I (1200-1000) 
(E. Grant & G.E. Wright, Ain Shems Excavations IV, Haver
ford 1938, pl. 59.21; Amiran, Pottery, 284-285 pl. 96.10). 
G8NE around CCCCLIX (Sükäs VI, 14) should be compar
ed with types from Furumark’s Analysis (Furumark II, 44 
fig. 12.88, LH III C 1 (1230-1125)). The piece G9SE CCCC- 
LXXXIV is very like one from grave 1 at Ain Shems (E. 
Grant, Beth Shemesh, Haverford Pa 1929, 163 above to the 
left, 189 no. 508, 198; BSA 62 1967, 145, pl. 36 d 3; for the 
date see Furumark I, 59: LH III A 2 + local LB-EI BRW, 
WSW and Philistine Ware, 127, the latest scarab is from the 
time of Rameses III; Amiran, Pottery, 124-125, pl. 57.1).

C. Part of bowl or crater with horizontal handle.
Example: G9N (3223/1).

Dimensions: height?, diameter 18.0 cm. Fine yellowish 
clay.

Although this piece is highly fragmented we are able to 
compare its shape with that of a crater of LH III C 1 (c. 
1230-1125) (Furumark II, 49 fig. 14.285).

D. Lower part of “amphora ” with splaying base pro
vided with bevelled edge.
Example: G9NW CCXXIV (3161/1). Brown clay.

Dimensions: width of base 5.5 cm.
The shape should be compared with Furumark’s types 

dated to LH II B - III A 1 (1450-1300 B.C.) and LH III A 2 
(Furumark II, 22, fig. 3.16 and 23 (LH II B - III A 1, 23 fig. 
4.151)).

E. Upper part of “jar” with bevelled rim and concave 
neck and shoulder.
Example: H9NE supplements to grave ceramics (9098/5).

Diameter of neck 6.5 cm. Fine light brown clay.
This fragment may be an imitation of a Mycenaean jar 

(Ugaritica II, 161 fig. 62.13, 185 fig. 74.1, 191 fig. 77.2, 206 
fig. 85.13; Furumark II, 23 fig. 4.38 (LH III C 1 e (c. 1200- 
1125), 37 fig. 9.60 (LH III C 2 (c. 1125-1100)).
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Fig. 37. Importations. Classes I-II B. 1:4.
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II C 3223/1

III A 3724/18 III A 3409/1

II D 3161/1 II E 9098/5 II F 3371/1

III A 3409/2 III A 3132/1

III A 3792/1

III A 3724/17 III A 3242/1 III A 3803/2

III A 9064/1

III A 3221/1

III A 3724/19 III A 3135/2

Fig. 38. Importations. Classes II C-III A. 3135/2. 1:4.
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E Fragment of animal figurine.

Example: G9SE CCVII (3371/1).
Dimensions: height 6.5 cm. Yellowish buff, rather fine 

clay.
Although only the hind part with tail and one leg has 

been preserved and there are no traces of painted decora
tion I judge that the piece should be compared with a 
figurine dated to Myc. Ill B / LH III B Period (Ugaritica 
VII, 351 and 353 fig. 55.9).

III. Cypriote or imitations of Cypriote 
(figs. 38-39)
A. White Slip Ware and related.
Examples: G8NE north-eastern corner (3724/18), supple
ments below northern wall (3409/1), (3409/2), G9SE CC- 
CCX (3132/1), G9NE CCCCLXXXVII (3792/1), G9SE 
around grave A, level 225-230 (3359/4), G9SE south of 
grave CLV, same level as Late Bronze Age pottery (3724/16), 
G9NW near and same level as grave (3724/17) :3 sherds, 
G9SW above ancient surface (9061/2), G9NW at grave B 
(3242/1), G9NE (3803/2), G9N (3221/1), (3135/1), 
G9SE under baulk (3119/2), G9NW around grave 
(9064/1) G9SW same level as Late Bronze Age pottery 
(3724/19), G9N (3135/2), (3135/3), (3306/1), (3306/2), 
G9 supplements (3308/1), (3354/2), (3387/1), (3310/1).

Only the reconstructed diameters c. 18 cm of the rims of 
G9SE CCCCX and of G9SE (9061/2) can be given. G9NE 
CCCCLXXXVII, G9SE under baulk (3119/2), and G9SE 
around grave A level 225-230 (3359/4) are wish-bone 
handles of milk bowls made of rather coarse clay, all the 
other fragments of bowls, of which some have black paint
ed decoration, seem to belong to the White Slip Ware II 
(1425/15 - 1190) imported from Cyprus. G8NE north
eastern corner (3724/10), G9NW near and same level as 
grave (3724/17), G9NW (3724/17?), G9NW at grave B 
(3242/1), G9SW same level as LB pottery (3724/19), G9N 
(3135/2), G9 supplements (3308/1), (3310/1) and per
haps G9N (3221/1) have ladder motifs (Ugaritica VII, 282- 
283). G9SW above ancient surface is a bowl of this catego
ry, but late (SCE IV 1 C fig. 88.3). A similar fragment was 
found at Tyre (Bikai, Pottery pl. 43.25 str. 15 (1375/1360 - 
1200), pl. 43 B). G9N (3306/2) with a black line along the 
rim is also of the WS II ware (SCE IV 1 C fig. 76.4), but late 
(1320/00- 1190).

The wish bone handle fragments have either a painted, a 
knobbed or a projecting notched terminal; but this diffe
rence does not indicate a difference in time, the projecting 
terminal occurring as well in the LB I Period as in the LB II 
Period (Amiran, Pottery, 175 pl. 53; see also Ugaritica II, 
281 fig. 121).

B. Base Ring Ware and related.

Examples: H7 under wall (3528/1), G8SE (9033/1), G8E 
supplements (3403/1), G8SW below floor (9053/3), 
G9NE CXLVII (9068/1), G9SE CXCIX (3401/1), G9 sup
plements (3308/2), G9SW above ancient surface 
(9081/3), G-H9 northern east ditch (3721/4), H9N above 
pottery level (9087/6).

The reconstructed diameter of the rim of G9SW above 
ancient surface is 10.5 cm and that of G-H9 northern east 
ditch is 18.0 cm. The colour of the clay is either reddish to 
tile reddish or gryish. H7N belongs no doubt to the Base 
Ring II (SCE IV 1 C fig. 53.6). The wish bone handles 
G8SE (9033/1) and G9 supplements (3308/2) may be of 
Base Ring Ware II (Ugaritica VII, 288-289.14-16), while 
G8E supplements (3403/1) and G9SE CXCIX may rather 
originate from White Slip bowls. The upper parts of two 
bowls from respectively G-H9 northern east ditch and H9N 
above pottery level belong to Base Ring II wares (SCE IV 1 
C fig. 62.3). There were also found two of this type at Tyre 
(Bikai, Pottery, pl. 42.3 and 7).

Copper and Bronze (fig. 40)
A. Pin.
Examples G9SE XCI (3724/4), G9SE LXXVIII (3724/41).

Length of 3724/4 7.5 cm, of 3724/41 0.9 cm.
The end of 3724/4 is bent in order to make an eye. In 

the Iron Age the pins are usually pierced to make a needle 
(Hama II 3, 134 fig. 173), so we may say that our pin should 
probably be dated before that period. 3724/41 is only a 
fragment and it is impossible to date it.

B. Hook.
Examples: G7S layer 6 (3763/1), G9SE LXXI (3724/5).

Length of 3724/5 2.5 cm, of 3763/1 1.0 cm. 3724/5 may 
also be a broken needle (cp. Sükäs VII, 70.393.72 (Period 
J)). 3763/1 seems to be a fragment, perhaps of an ear-ring 
(cp. Sükäs VII, 76.453 pl. 24 (from Period F)).

C. Ring.
Example: G9SW CCLXXVI (3724/15).

Diameter 4.5 cm, round section thickness 0.3 cm.
If it is an arm ring, it must have been for a child (Sükäs 

VII, 76.445 (Period G)).

D. Indefinite Implement.
Example: G7S layer 6 (3763/1).

Length 2.5 cm (four-squared in section).
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Fig. 39. Importations. Class III A, 3135/2, and III B. 1:4.
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Fig. 40. Metal and Stone. 1:4.

Bent and one part covering the other. The piece should 
be compared with a ring from the cremation cemetery at 
Hand of Period II, but round in section (Hama II 3, 126 
fig. 148 C).

Stone (fig. 40)
A. Fragment of basalt bowl loith flat bottom.
Example: SH surface (9133).

Dimensions: height 5.0 cm, width 7.0 cm, length 12.0 
cm.

This fragment may be dated Early Bronze Age being 
compared with a bowl from Hamä (Hama II 1, 58 fig. 64.3 
J 145 (layerJ6)).

B. Mace-head/?
Example: G7S sounding level 6 (3162/1).

The length 9.0 cm, greatest width 6.0 cm.

The stone is ovoid and pierced longitudinally (unfortu
nately the material of 3162/1 has not been mentioned in 
the preliminary description). Similar pieces of polished 
lime stone were found at Hama in the Bronze Age levels K- 
H, but none of them has the widened opening at one end 
as ours (Hama II 1, 46 fig. 54.6 B 21 (Period KI), 69 fig.
85.3 E 268 (Period J 5), 74 fig. 93.3 E 137 (Period J 3), 77 
fig. 98.3 A 220 (PeriodJ 2), 80 fig. 103.3 A 232 (J 1), 89 fig.
109.3 A 187 (H 5)).

C. Conical spindle-whorl of greenish stone, slightly 
domed.
Example: H9NW CCXLII (3724/14).

Dimensions: height 1.3 cm, diameter 2.8 cm.
It is not possible to date this piece precisely.


